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Abstract
This thesis investigates the posibilities of creating an entertaining robot
game using inexpensive hardware in a short development time. Robot
games, used for entertainment only, are not very common today and the
reasons for this can be that the hardware platforms are too complex and
that the games are too expensive to develop. Furthermore, the games are
often difficult to move to other platforms. This thesis will discover the strong
properties of an inexpensive robot platform and also try to decrease development time by using a high level language. The LEGO Mindstorms kit
is an inexpensive robot platform and even though it is fairly simple it has
had great success among both hobbyists and in education. The core of the
LEGO Mindstorms kit is the RCX, a computer built into in a LEGO brick.
One of the more advanced program development kits available for the RCX
is leJOS. LeJOS makes it possible to run JAVA programs on the RCX. A
robot game is created as the main goal of the thesis too see how the chosen
platform and development kit will work together.
To find the strong points of the platform several games using it are discussed in this thesis with the focus being on how to improve the entertaining
value of robot games. Different types of robots, the use of light sensors and
the communication capabilities of the platform are investigated to be able
to utilize the strongest points of the platform and to avoid typical problems
with it.
To allow faster development time leJOS is used to allow the posbility of
using JAVA both on the RCX and a PC used to control the game. This
makes it possible to take advantage of the benefits of JAVA both on the
RCX and the PC. These benefits can be huge as the programmer does not
need to know much about the low level details of the RCX and using leJOS
also avoids many of the possible problems that can happen when dealing
with low level programming.
The resulting game shows promise that leJOS can be used very succesfully on the platform. Through user evaluation the game is proven fun
to play, even though a bit simple. The communication capabilities in the
Mindstorms kit are concluded to be the most limiting part of the project.

I

Resumé
Dette speciale undersøger mulighederne for at lave underholdende robotspil baseret på en lavpris robotplatform og forsøger samtidig at holde udviklingstiden lav. Robotspil udelukkende til underholdningsbrug er ikke
særligt udbredte i dag og grundene til dette kan være at de fleste hardware
platforme er dyre og at udviklingstiderne er for lange. Et andet problem
som ofte opstår er at mulighederne for at flytte hardwareplatform ofte er
begrænsede. Dette speciale vil vise de stærke sider af en lavpris robotplatform og samtidig forsøge at minimere udviklingstiden ved hjælp af et
højniveau programmeringssprog.
LEGO Mindstorms er en lavpris robotplatform og selv om den er forholdsvis simpel har den haft udbredt success hos hobbyfolk og i undervisning. Grundstenen i LEGO Mindstorms er RCX enheden, en LEGO
klods med en indbygget computer. Et af de mere advancerede programudviklingsværktøjer til RCX enheden er leJOS, som gør det muligt at køre
JAVA programmer på en RCX.
I dette speciale udvikles et robotspil som hovedmål for at se hvordan
platformen og leJOS udviklingsværktøjerne fungerer sammen. For at finde
de stærke sider ved robotplatformen vil dette speciale undersøge flere forskellige robotspil, baseret på LEGO Mindstorms, med fokus på hvordan man
forbedrer de underholdene elementer i robotspil. Forskellige robottyper,
brug af lyssensorer og kommunikationsmulighederne i platformen undersøges
for at gøre det muligt at udnytte de stærkeste sider af platformen og samtidig
undgå typiske problemer.
For at minimere udviklingstiden benyttes leJOS for at gøre det muligt
at bruge JAVA både på RCX enhederne og på den PC som bruges til at
kontrollere spillet. Dette gør det muligt at udnytte fordelene ved JAVA
både på RCX enhederne og PC’en. Disse muligheder kan være store da
det ikke kræves at programmøren ved meget om lavniveau detaljer i RCX
enhederne.
Det færdigtudviklede spil indikerer at leJOS kan være meget brugbart på
platformen. Spillet evalueres af brugere og viser sig at være sjovt at spille,
men dog en smule simpelt. Det konkluderes at kommunikationsmulighederne
i LEGO Mindstorms er den mest hindrende faktor i projektet.
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Preface
Since I got my first computer in the late eighties I’ve been interested in
playing and creating computer games. I was also lucky to try to program
LEGO robots using some of the first control boxes from LEGO back in
the days where such a box was connected to a Commodore 64 and coding
for it was a simple matter of directly changing some bits in the computers
memory.
When I during my computer science studies at DAIMI had the chance to
follow the course Embedded Systems and Embodied Agents I was amazed
about how 10-15 years of development had improved the LEGO robot system. It was now possible to combine both games and robotics using the
system and as a final project my study group made a game using the LEGO
Mindstorms kit. During the creation of the game we ran into several problems and ended up with a somewhat complete game with the large limitation
that it was not possible to move it to another platform.
During the initial research for my thesis I met Bjarne Ridderberg, Christoffer Magnussen and Jesper André Lyngesen Pedersen who all had started to
experiment with JAVA on the RCX using the leJOS framework. Several
times we met to discuss leJOS and thesis details and I want to thank them
all for their their explanations and input. These discussions led me to chose
to try to use leJOS as the programming language for a robot game to see if
it would overcome some of the problems my group had had with the game
created during the Embedded Systems and Embodied Agents course.
I would also like to thank my supervisor Ole Caprani for his help during
the research and the writing of this thesis.

Timo Dinnesen
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Chapter 1

Introduction
Computer games have been in existance for some decades and are very
advanced today compared to just twenty years ago. Games utilizing
robots are much newer and resemble what computer games were like
in their infancy.
Many robot games exist only as prototypes and often involve very
hardware specific solutions. Robot technology has not had the same
breakthrough as computer game technology has had in the last years
and is still very expensive. This could be one of the reasons why no large
commercial robot games exist. This thesis will describe the creation of a
robot game using a simple robot platform and a high level programming
language and will try to determine if these factors can benefit creators
of robot games in the future by making games cheaper and faster to
create.

1.1

Motivation

During the course Embedded Systems and Embodied Agents, [Emb],
I was part of a study group that created a robot game. The game is
described in appendix B and as concluded in the appendix the game had
several problems that it would surely have been better without. These
problems were mostly the result of the platform that was used, the
way the robots were built and/or how the overall game was designed.
It should be possible to create a robot game without these problems,
and one of the ways may be to use standard hardware and high level
programming languages.

1

1 Introduction

1.2

1.2 Focus of the thesis

Focus of the thesis

This thesis will describe the creation of a robot game where these problems are avoided. The focus will be on using a high level language to
avoid locking the game onto a specific platform. The thesis will also
try to determine if it is at all possible to create games that are fun to
play using simple inexpensive hardware.

1.3

Goal

The goal is to create a robot game that is fun to play, using the robotcontroller RCX from LEGO Mindstorms, [LEGc], and a normal PC as
a base.

1.4

Method

To fullfill the goal of the thesis the following steps will be taken:
1. Determining what properties are good for robotgames. This will
be done by looking at robot entertainment and earlier attempts
at creating robot games using the RCX. A game will then be
planned using the knowledge gained.
2. The language JAVA as implemented in the leJOS framework will
be examined with robot game use in mind and used for implementation of the game mentioned in step one. By doing this it
will be possible to conclude if using the language made the implementation easier or harder.
3. The completed game will be tested in a live setting. This will
allow us to see if the resulting game is fun to play.

1.5

Results

The thesis will show that it is indeed possible to create robot games
that are fun to play using simple hardware and that the use of a high
level language has helped the development of the game. The use of a
high level language makes it easier to test many features of the RCX in
a shorter time than if using lower level languages. Unfortunately some
properties of the chosen development kit, leJOS, also makes a few other
things more difficult. Especially because leJOS is open source and thus
created by many different people over a long period of time it seems

2

1 Introduction

1.6 Overview of the thesis

that some parts of it have only been created as an example, that JAVA
is indeed possible to run on the RCX, rather than to create the best
possible system for the RCX. Even though leJOS has these faults I’m
sure that it is often a very good alternative to using low level languages.

1.6

Overview of the thesis

Part one of this thesis will describe robot entertainment in general and
robot games based on LEGO Mindstorms will be discussed in detail.
Part two will decribe the building of the robot game. First an
overview of game is presented. Then the leJOS framework is described
and finally individual chapters will describe the details of the the communication system, the playfield, the robots and the PC software.
Part three will contain the results of the work. Some tests and
their results will be described and finally the conclusion of the thesis
is presented.
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1.7

1.7 Enclosed CD

Enclosed CD

This thesis includes a CD with a PDF version of the thesis and the
following directories:
• DACTA70909: The source code for the stand alone DACTA70909
controller described in appendix F.
• Game source code: Contains the source code for the robot
game created in this thesis.
• Mindstorms SDK files: The help files for the Mindstorms
SDK, includes information of how to read and write to the USB
LEGO tower. These were used when writing appendix D.
• Modified RCXCOMM Contains a modified version of RCXCOMM used in appendix A
• Random number generator test: A JAVA program used to
test the random class of leJOS. It is described in section 8.3.2.
• Tower source code: The source code for the tower, taken from
the leJOS package. These files are mentioned in appendix D.
• Tower video clips: Video clips of the tower sending data using
different timeouts. They are mentioned in appendix D.
• TowerReadLatencyTest: The source code for a program to
test the latency involved in reading data from the tower. The
program is used in appendix D.
• Video Clips: Contains three video clips
– Video from the second user evaluation of the game.
– A clip showing how a robot bug travels around the playfield.
– A clip showing the light effect of the stationary targets.
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Chapter 2

Robot entertainment
2.1

What is a robot?

In 1920 the Czech writer Karel Čapek introduced the word robot and
used it to describe a working or serving machine. He envisioned a
human like creation that would always work hard but never learn anything new. Today we have these machines even though they are not
very human like.

Figure 2.1: An industry robot
takes care of dangerous and repetitive work.

Figure 2.2: The Roomba robot
will clean the house all day long,
[IRo].

Today the word robot is used to cover an almost unlimited number
of items, devices and tools. The word robot is even used for some pieces
of software. For example search engines are often referred to as robots.
Let us look at some of the features of the devices we often refer to
as robots.
• A robot can exist more or less as a physical item in the world.
• A robot may use actuators to move itself around or move something else around.
6
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2.2 Robot entertainment

• A robot may have some sort of sensing capability enabling it to
respond to its environment.
• A robot may be able to learn from its experiences.
• A robot can be more or less autonomous.
These groups indicate a multi dimensional space of possible robots.
It seems that the more of these features a device has, and the higher
degree that these features are present, the higher is the common perception of the device as a robot.
For example the AIBO dog, [AIB], is clearly a robot because it
is a physical device that can move around using its actuators, it has
advanced sensors that enable it to respond to its environment. It can
learn from experience and is almost completely autonomous.
A thermostat is physical, it senses and uses actuators, but it does
not do these things in a very complex way and is thus not perceived as
a robot.

Figure 2.3: AIBO, a robot that
never works or serves.

Figure 2.4: A thermostat, a serving machine thats not a robot.

It seems that “robots” have moved far from what Karel Čapek envisioned. As we shall see in the next section the first robots with a
completely different purpose had allready been built when Karel Čapek
used the word for a working and serving machine.

2.2

Robot entertainment

An entertainment robot is a robot that is not made for utilitarian use
but instead made to entertain. This entertainment may be to induce
happyness, fear, pleasure or some other emotion in its user. Since the
purpose here is not to create an advanced machine, but rather to create
a machine that entertains, the boundries between what entertainment
is robotic or not can be hard to define.
7
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2.2 Robot entertainment

The next sections will describe several entertaining machines that
have more or less of the features, mentioned in section 2.1, that define
robots.
2.2.1

Automata

Simple automata have existed for more than two hundred years with the
simple purpose of entertaining people. The main property of automata
is that they are mechanical objects that move in some way. They do
not interact with the environment. Figure 2.5 shows an older typical
automataton that is able to move like it is drumming. Figure 2.6 shows
a more modern equivalent. The modern one is still a simple device
that simply moves like it’s dancing. Older automata used clockwork
mechanisms as the source of power and newer ones use batteries, but
they are basically the same thing.

Figure 2.5: Old automaton

Figure 2.6: Modern automaton.

Figure 2.7 shows an automaton made by Henri Maillardet around
the year 1800, [Mai]. This advanced automaton was able to draw pictures and write sentences. The drawings and text that the automaton
could create were stored in a complex mechanical system. The system
is considered the most advanced mechanical memory of its time.
2.2.2

Interactive toys

Interactive toys have gained tremendous popularity during the last 10
years. Many of these are still very much like the simple automata, but
with added possibilities for responding to the environment.
Several interactive toys exist. A good example of the more advanced
ones is the Furby, [Fur], as seen on figure 2.8 and the Roboraptor,
[Robb], seen on figure 2.9.
The Furby has a few motors that enable it to show expressions,
but it can not move around. It is able to understand simple spoken
8
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Figure 2.7: Maillardet’s drawing and writing automaton.

Figure 2.8: The Furby.

Figure 2.9: The Roboraptor.

commands and will reply to these with its own language. The Furby
is programmed to use more and more English words as its “life” progresses and does in this way simulate that it is getting older and more
intelligent.
The Roboraptor can move around and can do this both by remote
control or autonomous by itself. It has has 3 different “moods”: Hunter,
cautious and playfull. These moods change the Roboraptors way of
responding to it’s environment. The Roboraptor has infrared vision
enabling it to avoid obstacles and it is also equipped with stereo microphones enabling it to react to sound. This allows the Roboraptor to
determine where sound is coming from and then turn its head towards
it.
Even though these interactive toys may seem very alive they are not
very complex and does for example not learn anything from experience.
9
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The Furby’s “experiences” is simply simulated by a clock that increases
over time. It really does not matter what language one speaks to the
Furby, it will “learn” english no matter what it hears. The Roboraptor does not even try to simulate that is is learning anything. Even
though it can run in a autnomous mode the toy is meant to be remote
controlled. It will shut itself off if it is left in the autonomous mode for
more than a few minuttes.
2.2.3

Robot pets

Some interactive robots resemble the interactive toys but are very expensive and not really being produced and marketed as toys but rather
as artificial pets. The best known is probably Sony’s AIBO, [AIB], the
robot dog seen on figure 2.10 and PARO, [PAR], the robot seal seen
on figure 2.11.

Figure 2.10: AIBO, a robot dog.

Figure 2.11: PARO, a robot seal.

AIBO was made to be an artificial dog that people in small appartments and busy lifestyle would be able to take proper care of. The
AIBO robot exist in many versions and has through the years evolved
into a very advanced robot. All AIBO’s can walk around autonomously,
avoid obstacles and perform various dog tricks and moves. Newer AIBO
models can recognize people via a built in camera eye and respond to
several spoken commands. It also have the ability to act as a guardog
as can walk around a house and take pictures and record sound when
it detects movement.
PARO, the robotic seal has a completely different purpose. PARO is
built for interacting with humans, especially older people and patients
in hospitals. The purpose of PARO is to trigger relaxing and comforting
emotions in the people who interact with it and hereby help people get
better and improve social relations with other people. The PARO robot
is not mechanically advanced like the AIBO. For example it cannot
move around but it’s eyes and head can show basic emotions. The
10
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creators chose to create the robot as a baby seal because they realised
that people had to high expectations to robots that looked like dogs or
cats.
2.2.4

Robot art

Robots have also made their way into art. As art is a wide area, the
use of robots in art also consists of many different examples. One of
these is the reactive landscape named Huis clos (No exit) by Vincent
Boureau, [Ich05, p.461]. Huis clos consists of stages with a large number
of trees coupled with robotics. The trees react to visitors by vibrating,
swirveling or making noise. Even though the trees are really robots
this is not a show of technical engineering, but rather a way to make
trees behave in a new way.

Figure 2.12: One of the scenes in Vincent Boureau’s Huis clos

Another artist, Chico MacMurtrie, is the artistic director of Amorphic Robot Works, [Amo]. Amorphic Robot Works is a team of artists,
engineers and technicians working together to create robotic performances and installations. Amorphic Robot Works has created several
art shows using robotic installations but one of the more advanced ones
is Skeletal Reflections which can be seen in figure 2.13. The robot looks
like a human, and has 34 degrees of movement. It has a vision system
and it will try to mimic gestures from visitors. It can be taught behaviors and the creators have given it knowledge from the history of
art. When receiving input from visitors it will try to combine this new
information with what it allready knows.
Even thought the robot is very advanced Chico MacMurtrie does
not want to be called a roboticist. He consider himself an artist and
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his robots are invented by drawing them. Only at later stages in development does the robotics play a part.
Chico MacMurtries opinion captures an essential fact about robot
art: For these types of installations robotics is the means, not the
purpose.

Figure 2.13: Chico MacMurtrie’s robot, Skeletal Reflection.

2.2.5

Robot competitions

Robot competitions often involve a specified task and the goal is to
solve the task using an autonomous robot. These competitions are
fairly common and stretch widely from smaller local games to world
wide events.
Local competitions are often done in education. For example some
courses in artificial intelligence, [PS04], and the “Embedded systems
and embodied agents” course at DAIMI, [Emb], have included small
robot competitions as parts of the courses.
The World wide events are often much harder and the knowledge
gained from these challenges could possibly change the way we live our
daily lives. A very serious competition is the DARPA Grand Challenge,
[DAR], where competing teams must create an autonomous vehicle that
can drive a designated route across 150 miles in an off road environment. Another very high tech competition is Robocup, [Roba], where
the goal is to create robots that can play regular soccer.
Robot competitions are often refered to as “robot games”, as the
robots will often have to play against each other, but the term “game”
might be a bit misleading. Even though robot competitions are fun
and entertaining the real purpose of the competitions is to improve the
knowledge of the contestants. Spectators to the competitions might
12
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also have a fun time watching, but the competitions are not dependant on having an audience. Also usually there are not human players
directly involved in the games being played.
Because robot competitions are often done to make learning interesting and fun they are mentioned here even though the main purpose
of the competitions is not entertainment.
2.2.6

Robot games

Robot games capture the essence of computer games. Where computer
games are using a simulated environment robot games are using the real
physical world. If one compares robot games with robot competitions
one large difference will show. Robot games have only one purpose:
To entertain the player and/or the spectators. In robot competitions
players or spectators are optional and the entertainment of these is just
a side effect.
Using Robots purely for games is not very common yet. It seems
that most robot games are very simple. For example one of the most
popular games involving a robot is the crane game that was invented
in 1935, [Wri], and has not really changed since.

Figure 2.14: A very simple robot game: The crane game.

Robot wars

Another example of very popular entertainment is the Robot Wars
show, [Wika]. In the show several robots participate in fights using
built in weapons. The object is to destroy the other robots. This destruction should be as violent as possible because it will help entertain
13
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the audience. If the action gets too slow extra house robots will enter the scene. The house robots are large robots that are much more
powerfull than the ones the competing teams are allowed to build.

Figure 2.15: The 200 kg house robot, Sir Killalot, is all about entertainment.

The house robots are refered to with names as if they were autonomous and have their own “life”, but really they are in the show to
spice up the action and are controlled by people belonging to the show.
Figure 2.15 shows one of these robots and as it can be seen they are
cleary created to be dangerous looking and fun to watch.
The creators of the robots are also the players, which could classify
the game as a robot competition. On the other hand there is not a
very strict rule set to follow, and the inclusion of house robots do not
add any “fair game” into the show as these will attack anyone simply
to get more action.
All in all the show is only about entertainment. There is not much
computer science behind it since all robots in the show are simply
“remote controlled cars with weapons”.
A commercial product

Shows like Robot Wars tells us that there is definitely posibilities in
robot entertainment, but for some reason most robot games that exist
are simple prototypes and only a single commercial product exist: The
LEGO Spybotics kits, [LEGa]. The Spybotics kits are sold including a
CD-ROM containing a game. The game is about being a secret agent
doing missions with the robot as a helper. Briefing before missions
happens on the computer screen and is very nicely done with filmed
sequences. Unfortunately when the real game begins the player has to
visualize the room he is in as part of the game, which does not allways
work. This has been documented by Sune Kristensen, [Kri04], and
he concludes that the idea is a little bit too boring. Sune Kristensen
has also tried using the Spybotics kits for other games and concludes
14
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Figure 2.16: One of the LEGO Spybotics kits.

that there is definitely posibilities in creating robot games but that the
Spybotics platform is a bit simple and too difficult to work with.

2.3

The essence of robot entertainment

It can be difficult to pinpoint exactly why robot entertainment is so
succesfull as it is. It seems like humans have some facination about
controlling machines. The more subtle this control is the “better” it is.
For example wireless remote controlling is “better” than direct wired
control. And a robot that simply responds to a humans behavior is
even better than remote control. Autonomous machines are even more
interesting, but never to the point where humans are not in control
anymore. For example even though owners of the AIBO robot dog are
happy about its autonomous features they would probably not like it if
it stopped responding to their commands. There is also some facination
of the power and quickness of robots. For example watching a working
industry robot is interesting. If the power and quickness is used for
fighting between robots it gets even better.
The rest of this thesis will focus on the “purest” form of robot
entertainment, robot games.

2.4

Robot game properties

Robot games are “pure” because they have:
• only one goal, to entertain.
15
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• no “hidden” agenda as in for example robot competitions where
the contestants are “tricked” into learning something.
• no need to be challenging for the mind, as opposed to for
example robot art where the result hopefully will make the audience think. Robot games should be easy to play and should
require nothing from the player.
• no reason to replace other things, like the robotic pets are
made to replace real animals.
These facts give rise to some interesting properties about robot games.
Some of these properties make the process of creating robot games
easier than other robotic work:
• No rules
Game creators do not have to follow any strict rules since the
creators are not competing with others as in robot competitions.
• Easy solutions to some problems
Since the purpose is not specifically to gain new knowledge but
rather to create a fun game to play, game creators are also free to
use easy solutions instead of more proper solutions. An example
of this could be using a camera mounted above the playfield to determine the location of a robot, instead of implementing complex
programs for the robot to figure out where it is based on onboard
sensor input. This is mostly possible because a game creator has
control of the environment where the robot will work.
Unfortunately there are also some properties that make it much harder
to create games:
• Low price
Games are sort of a waste of time and we should not expect great
amounts of money being put into the field. Even worse, games are
probably going to be sold to someone who want to make money
from them so they should be inexpensive to create. The game
should not require expensive technical supervision while running
or need exspensive replacement parts to be changed at regular
intervals.
• Ease of use
Both the player, and a possible owner, should not be required to
know many technical details to play or perform basic maintence.
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• High software uptime
The players of the game will loose interest quickly if the game
breaks down often. If it does break down it should not require
much technical knowledge to get it running again quickly. As
robot software is often run on specialized platforms creating stable
software can be harder than usual.
• High hardware uptime
Opposed to computer games, that only require high uptime for
software, robot games also face the problem with hardware breaking down. As robots are physical devices that get worn out over
time all robot games will break down from time to time due to
hardware problems. Design should be done so that hardware
problems can be fixed quickly. If possible they should be anticipated and fixed before they cause breakdowns.
• The game should be fun to play
Today “the average gamer” is used to complex computer games
with 3D graphics, graphical explosions and lots of advanced autonomous opponents. Unfortunately todays robot technology is
more geared towards game like what computer games were like
20-30 years ago.
The point about low price may depend on where the game is to be
used. An amusement park or a museum might want to spend a lot of
money on a robot game while the average home user would not. The
remainder of this thesis will focus on robot games for home use or school
use. Both are places where budgets are limited to lower amounts.
Common for all is of couse that they want something for their money
and in both scenarios it might be difficult to provide a game with
“enough fun” for the money. So actually the last point mentioned
above is the most important part of a robot game and may be the
most difficult to fullfill.
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Robot games based on
LEGO Mindstorms
One way to reduce the costs of a robot game could be to use an inexpensive off-the-shelf robot platform. An example of this is the RCX LEGO
brick which comes as a part of the LEGO Mindstorms kit, [LEGc].

Figure 3.1: The RCX programmable brick.

The RCX has a built in CPU and is easy to build into a robot. Unfortunately the number of sensor inputs and motor outputs are limited
to three each which only allows for basic functionality as long as only
one RCX is used per robot.
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The RCX brick, and the senors and motors available for it, has
been descibed in detail by Bjarne Ridderberg in his thesis Java on
the LEGO MINDSTORMS RCX, [Rid05]. Ole Caprani has written
about the very low level aspects of the RCX in the RCX Manual, [Cap]
and Kekoa Proudfoots RCX Internals page, [Pro], has details of the
electronics and a lot of details about reverse engineering the RCX.
Since the RCX is the only robot platform currently avaiable in large
numbers on the University of Aarhus the game in this thesis will use
RCX bricks as a base.

3.1

Robot Games using the RCX

Even though the RCX may be a simple robot platform it has been
used several times for creating small robot game prototypes and this
section will describe some of these games. We will discuss the games
and in this way determine good and bad experiences and properties
when using the RCX for robot games. This will include both technical
experience and game play experience.
All the games in this section were done as final projects in the course
Embedded Systems & Embodied Agents that is run on DAIMI, [Emb].

3.2

Robot Warrior

Robot Warrior, [HBT05], was a project done by Frank Henningsen,
Benjamin Bønsø and Jens Peter Troelsen. The game featured two
robots. One of them was player controlled and the other was autonomous. The two robots would fight by hitting each other with a
hammer like device. The autonomous robot drove around randomly.
If it hit an object two combined light sensors were used to determine
if the object was a wall or the player robot. Based on this information
the autonomous robot would either drive away or attack.
3.2.1

Special moves

The game did not use any sound effects but instead used specially
designed movements to indicate the state of the robots. For example the robots would perform a shaking motion when hit. This made
the robots look like they had broken down or were stunned. The autonomous robot could also perform a “victory dance” when it had won
the game. These movements seemed to give the players and spectators
a good idea of what was going on. While the game was running the
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Figure 3.2: Edited action shot from Robot Warrior.

players and spectators were shouting and really getting engaged in the
game.
3.2.2

The autonomous robot

Since the autonomous robot would only attack when it noticed something in front of it, it was possible to attack it easily from behind. It
was perceived to be a little stupid and not aggressive enough because
it did not search for the player robot. Some players liked this though,
and liked the game because of the “stealth” element where they could
sneak up to the autonomous robot from behind.
3.2.3

Gained knowledge

The probably most important lesson learned from this work is that
robots hitting each other is a lot of fun to watch. The spectators
commented that the game was nice because it was fun like remote
controlled cars, but with the addition of great weapons. All in all the
game has given us some good knowledge on how to improve gameplay:
• Robots physically hitting each other are fun to play and watch.
• Specially designed motions can make the game easier to understand. Here the shaking of the robot clearly made it easy to see
when the robot was stunned.
• Avoid using to much random moving. It makes robots seem stupid
and non-aggressive.
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Pac-Man LEGO Project

The team behind the Pac-Man LEGO Project, [GH05], decided from
the beginning to create a robot game like the original Pac-Man computer game. In the game the player moves Pac-Man, a yellow circle
with a mouth, around a maze while eating pills and prizes. While doing this Pac-Man has to avoid 4 ghosts that will kill him if they touch
him. In this real world version, the maze walls were created with black
tape on a white floor. The pills and prices did not exist in the robot
version, and only a single ghost was made for the game.

Figure 3.3: Original Pac-Man.

3.3.1

Figure 3.4: Robot Pac-Man.

Problems with steering

The player is not allowed to go through walls, and one of the features of
the original Pac-Man game is the very easy controls that automatically
make sure that Pac-Man does not run into walls. Even though the game
is very fast paced the player is able to make Pac-Man turn corners very
fast and do this exactly where the player intend to.
In the computer version this is done so that if the player decides
to move in a direction that is not legal, Pac-Man simply continues
his current move until the action the player want is possible to do.
This makes it possible for the player to pull the joystick in the desired
direction before the move is allowed but still perform the move when
intended.
This functionality is difficult to recreate in a real world environment.
The program in the robot version of Pac-Man, would take control if the
player tried to drive the robot over the black lines, and automatically
steer the robot back on track. This would enforce the presence of walls
even no physical walls existed in the game.
This way of working made the game difficult to play because the
player would sometimes not be in control of Pac-Man and would instead
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wonder if there was something blocking the infra red communication
from the remote control to the robot.
The fact that the robots had the wall avoidance system at highest
priority made these walls completely impassable when viewed from a
robots point of view. But for the human player the walls were pretty
much non existent, only some black lines on a white surface. Having
such a big difference in the perception of the world probably only enhances the feeling of a bad handling robot and was probably a major
factor contributing to the fact that the players found the game too
difficult to play.
3.3.2

Gameplay

The ghost in the game drove around the maze at random and since
the maze was quite large it was not really a threat to the player. Even
though more ghost robots could have been created this might not have
improved the gameplay. Neither the ghost or the player robot was
moving very fast and this alone made the game a little boring.
The idea of taking a successful computer game and porting it to a
robot game might seem like a good idea. Unfortunately for this game
the technical limitations set a limit to how close to the original the
robot game could get. Basically most of the gameplay that makes the
original Pac-Man very good had to be removed in the robot version.
3.3.3

Gained knowledge

To sum up on the technical details.
• The original game is very fast paced, but an RCX driven robot
with LEGO motors will probably never be able to drive fast
enough for the same kind of gameplay.
• Robots do not drive in perfectly straight lines, like the movements
of Pac-Man in the computer version, so there is no way around
the fact that the software in the RCX has to take care of keeping
the robot in the right place.
• Items that “pop up” on the screen, like the pills and prizes in the
original game, are probably very difficult to create or simulate in
the real world.
On top of these technical details the problem with the walls are probably one of the biggest gameplay problems in this game. The player
does not see any walls, but to the robots they are impassable. So the
gameplay vise lesson learned must be:
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• Do not create games with large differences in what the robots
sense and what the humans sense, if they are supposed to understand it in the same way.

3.4

LEGO Deathmatch

The creators of LEGO Deathmatch, [AS05], where inspired by the computer game Bubble Bobble, [Wikb]. Bubble Bobble is a 2 dimensional
so called “platform game”, [Wikc], and involves players jumping from
platforms to platforms in ways that would be almost impossible in the
real world. A robot version of the game using only LEGO and RCX’es
is simply impossible to do and the creators chose to take some of the
gameplay elements from the game and use them for a robot game.

Figure 3.5: Bubble Bobble.

3.4.1

Figure 3.6: Lego Deathmatch.

Using a two step goal to improve game play

In Bubble Bobble the player must first shoot enemies. This will stun
the enemy for a while, and the player must then touch the enemy to
score a point. If an enemy is touched while not stunned the player
looses a life.
This two step goal is perfectly suited for robot games using the
RCX. The robots are usually equipped with touch sensors for obstacle detection, so adding the second step of achieving the goal can be
done by altering the program only. Since the robot will be “stunned”
and thus not moving a response from a touch sensor must be a hit
from another robot. The result is more game play without using extra
sensors.
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Game sounds

Everyone who has played Bubble Bobble will remember its fantastic
music and sounds. The creators of LEGO Deathmatch spent a lot of
work on fitting the RCX’s with an external speaker. Since they had
no outputs left on the RCX to put it on they had to add some extra
electronics to use a port for both sound and light. Using this speaker
the robots are able to make very good sound effects at a much higher
volume than the RCX’s internal speaker.
3.4.3

Gained knowledge

The game seemed fun and challenging and it was easy to understand
what was going on because of the sound effects, so good things learned
would be:
• Multiple stage goals can increase the game play without using
more advanced robots.
• Sound effects add a lot to understanding.

3.5

The LEGO stock car game

The LEGO stock car game tried to simulate a stock car race. A detailed
description can be found in appendix B, but described quickly the game
consisted of tree LEGO robot cars that drove around inside an arena.
The goal for each car was to ram into the other cars as many times as
possible. One of the cars was controlled by a human player, the two
other cars were autonomous.
The autonomous cars were fitted with a simple vision system using
two lightsensors and had therefore only forward vision. To even out
the odds to the favor of the autonomous cars, the player had to play
the game looking at a computer screen while controlling the car from
a computer keyboard. The picture on the computer screen showed live
images from a small camera mounted on the front of the player car.
This way the players view was restricted to a forward view much like
the “vision” of the autonomous cars.
3.5.1

Complex platform

A large part of this project was solving the problems of communication
between the RCX’s on the cars, and the PC used for the player controls.
The biggest problem here was to expand the playing field, using two
infrared towers instead of the usual single tower. That the code had to
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Figure 3.7: The arena with cars.

Figure 3.8: The players view.

be written in C and run on a Linux platform, using a special toolkit
for GUI programming, only made the job harder.
3.5.2

Sensor problems

The cars needed 5 sensors, two light sensors and three touch sensors.
Each of these had to work like single sensors, but since the RCX has
only 3 inputs some sensors had to be put on the same ports. The
problem of distinguishing between sensors was solved in the software
but required a lot of hard coded values and the programs would only
perform properly when used on exactly the same robot that they were
programmed to be run on.
All in all the result was a very complex software and hardware
platform, that would only work when everything was set up exactly as
planned. Because of this it is very unlikely that the game will ever run
again without major modifications.
3.5.3

Knowledge gained

Technical:
• Using special hardware/software can be difficult and take much
longer time than expected to work with.
• Multiplexing the few sensor inputs is possible, but makes it much
harder to create pretty code for the robots. Also since the sensors
are not completely alike changing a sensor might very well include
some recoding of the program.
• The game was very prone to long breakdowns, because no part of
it could be replaced quickly. This is tied to the above point since
a change of a sensor could take more than an hour. Also other
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parts were difficult to change. When motors had to be changed
the cars had to be taken allmost completely apart.
• Implemeting even simple vision with simple sensors is not easy.
Both cars seemed a bit unpredictable which was probably because
ambient light had more influence on the light sensors than first
expected.
Gameplay:
• The changed player view was fun for the player, but of course not
for anyone else.
• The audience had different opinions on how the two autonomous
cars behaved. One was cool and clever, but the other one looked
stupid. The main difference in the two cars were the looks. The
clever one looked like a caterpillar, and the other one like a regular
sports car. The programs running in the cars were basically the
same.

3.6

Important robot game properties

Collecting the experience from the games described gives a few pointers
on how the design of robot games using the RCX could be.
Technical requirements that can improve the game:
1. The player must be in control of his robot all the time. If this
is not possible it should be clear to him why and when he is not
in control. This means that the players actions on the controls
should be passed on to the robot as quick as possible and in a
consistant way. The player should never be forced to re-press a
button to get his command through to the robot and he should
have the feeling that his actions are executed on the robot immediately.
2. Sound should definitely be used. External speakers can be hard to
fit onto the RCX, but the built in speaker can be utilized without
much extra programming. Even though this speaker is not very
loud it should be utilized.
3. When creating a robot games one should try to stay away from
very special hardware and software solutions. This should be done
to keep the game simple to repair and to shorten the development
time.
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4. Using more than one sensor per input (multiplexing) should be
done when needed because it usually improves the capabilities of
the robot. It is important to remember that multiplexing sensors will greatly increase the complexity and “prettyness” of the
programming code. Multiplexing sensors will probably increase
downtime of the game if the code does not contain automatic calibration or in some other way is capable of working with different
sensors without recoding.
5. Robots should be built with maintence in mind. Since robots are
physical devices that wear down over time they will break down
at some point. Creating robots that allow for quick replacement
or fast repairs will greatly decrease time wasted on these tasks.
6. When equipping robots with sensors that are supposed to act
like human senses, one should remember the extremely large difference between a sensor and the human senses. Not only are
human senses extremely good but all input is sorted and only important stimuli are perceived by the conscience. Even though this
is common knowledge when dealing with robotics it is probably
one of the biggest reason why it can be hard to create robots.
7. Bringing in extra hardware can greatly improve a game. For example the stock car game would not have been fun if the player
had had a full view of the playing area. Even though more hardware often leads to more complex solutions one should weigh the
benefits against the problems.
8. Not only the robots need to be computer controlled. In all the
prototype games mentioned above the creators have only focused
on the robots. Some of the games might have benefitted from a
specially built environment.
Non-technical properties that can improve the game:
1. Random moving robots should be avoided as they make the robots
seem stupid.
2. The game should not try to be something that it can’t possibly
become. It should not include autonomous robots that are supposed to, or just look like they can, do very advanced tasks. For
example if the robots look like cars, spectators may think that the
robots will drive as well as usual cars. Usual cars drive fast and
are controlled by humans but an autonomous RCX controlled car
will in most cases be rather slow, and not very intelligent.
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3.6 Important robot game properties

3. The game should not contain situations where differences between
the way robots and humans perceive the world have great importance. On the other hand this could also be used in favor of the
game. For example the robots could utilize things that they see
well but are invisible or hard for humans to see. This could be
infrared light or colored zones in the playing field.
4. Clever game design, like for example having the player solve several tasks to reach a goal, can improve gameplay without the need
for more hardware.
5. Physical actions like hitting another robot, instead of for example
shooting it with a light beam, works great in robot games.
6. If the robots do a little “acting”, like for example shake when hit,
it greatly improves the understanding of what is going on in the
game.
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Chapter 4

The planned game
Using the gained knowledge from previous chapters we are now able
to plan a game and avoid some of the problems other games have had
and to make use of several good properties discovered.
As the game will be based on LEGO Mindstorms some of the properties of the planned game will be technologically gounded in the platform. Therefore not all properties will be the best choices for other
platforms.

4.1

The player robot

The player will control a remote controlled robot. We have seen in
section 3.6 that hammering robots are probably more fun than robots
shooting with light. Therefore the player robot will be equipped with
a hammer device.

4.2

The goal of the game

The player will drive the robot around on the playfield and must use
the hammer to hit specified stationary targets. To make sure that the
player does not simply hit the same target again and again, the player
will only receive points when hitting an “active” target. Which targets
are active will change both when the player hits them and based on
timeouts. This will present a main goal where the player will have to
rush around the playfield to hit the targets quickly to gain points.
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4.3

4.3 Sub goal

Sub goal

Because the first goal of the game might be a bit too easy and boring,
the player will not be alone on the playfield. Autonomous “robot bugs”
will move around on the playfield and if the player hits these he will
loose “health”. If the players health status is too low the game will
end. To avoid getting hit the player can either drive away from the
autonomous robots or use the hammer to hit them.
When a robot bug is hit it will be stunned for a while. Stunning
the robot should make it easier for the player to navigate the playfield
without loosing health, but also some points will be received for hitting
the robot bugs. This way the game will have a sub goal of stopping
the bugs.

4.4

Autonomous robots

Based on the knowledge gained in appendix B and appendix C it does
not seam feasable to equip the autonomous robots with proper vision
system based on the LEGO sensors alone. Because of this the autonomous robots will not specifically hunt for the player robot. Instead
the sensors should be used to move the robots around in ways that do
not seem to stupid. To do this the difference between what robots
“see” and what humans see, mentioned in section 3.3, about the Pac
Man LEGO Project, will be exploited. The playfield will have a floor
consisting of different colored zones. For the human player these zones
will not mean anything, but the robots will be able to read these very
well, and from the information gained be able to avoid certain marked
areas near walls. This should make the autonomous robots seem more
intelligent and will benefit from the fact, know from appendix C, that
simple color recognition is something that the Mindstorms sensors are
very good at.

4.5

Use of sound and special moves

The player robot should make a sound to indicate when it hits obstacles
or robot bugs. This should help the user to quickly realize that there
is a problem. The autonomous robots should make sounds an a special
move when hit to indicate that they are now stunned and not dangerous
for a time. When it is time for the robot to wake up again it should
make sound to indicate that it is waking up and will soon be dangerous.
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4.6

4.6 Ending of the game

Ending of the game

The game will end when a specified time has passed or if the players
health gets to low.

4.7

Game architechture

Figure 4.1 shows a diagram of the planned game. The game will be
played on a flat area with the stationary targets placed in the corners
of the playfield and several robots driving around on the playfield. The
playfield will have a wall around it to make sure that the robots can
not leave the playfield. The stationary targets will be connected to a
PC via a control box.
One of the robots will be controlled wirelessly by a player. The
player will use a keyboard connected to a PC as input device, and the
PC will forward these commmands to the robot via an infra red link.
Feedback to the user will be through an information display connected
to the PC.
The other robots will be autonomous, and drive around on their
own. To help them avoid places on the playfield where they can get
stuck the surface of the playfield will have a marked no-go zone that
the autonomous robots can detect and avoid.
The PC will be in charge of communicating with all robots via an
infra red tower. The robots will not communicate with each other
directly in any way. The PC will request data from the robots when
needed and the robots will reply when asked to do so by the PC.
The protocol needed for the communication will have to be created
to support wireless control and data collection to and from as many
robots as possible to allow for future improvements.
DACTA control box

PC
IR
Tower

Information

Autonomous robots

display
Player robot
User

Keyboard
= Wall

= Stationary targets

= No-go zone for autonomous robots

Figure 4.1: Diagram of the planned game.
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JAVA on the RCX
5.1

leJOS

It is possible to run JAVA on the RCX brick. This can be done using
the leJOS framework, [leJa]. A quick description of leJOS is that it
provides a virtual machine that can run on the RCX and interpret
JAVA byte code. This allows a user to create programs in JAVA that
will run on the RCX.
Bjarne Ridderberg presents an in depth explanation of leJOS in
his thesis Java on the LEGO MINDSTORMS RCX, [Rid05]. Bjarne
Ridderberg concludes that leJOS has great potential but that it also
has some great limitations. LeJOS runs fast enough for most programs,
it is easy to use, but in cases where low level coding becomes necessary
leJOS only complicates matters. Bjarne Ridderberg concludes that this
blocks for some usages of the RCX and that leJOS should be seen as a
supplement to lower level languages.
The robot game created in this thesis will be programmed using
leJOS. Using leJOS we hope to speed up development time and to
provide better platform compatibility. At the same time we hope to
gain knowledge on how leJOS will work when used in this situation.
This chapter will describe some of the overall benefits and problems
using leJOS. Later chapters will include more detailed information of
how leJOS performed in specific situations.

5.2

Benefits of leJOS

This section will list some obvious benefits of using leJOS instead of
low level languages.
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5.2.1

5.2 Benefits of leJOS

LeJOS includes some benefits from JAVA

A user will only have to know one programming language to be able to
make programs for both a PC and the RCX. This can be helpfull when
these two are used together. It will even allow for some programs to
be run both on the RCX and a PC, allowing for easy testing without
uploading the program to the RCX. This can speed up development
time and help debugging.
5.2.2

Allows using standard programming tools

A standard JAVA integrated development environment(IDE), like for
example Eclipse, [Ecl], can be used when developing code for the RCX.
Using an advanced IDE can greatly speed up development time. For
example the Eclipse IDE checks programs for errors while the user
is typing them, it handles imports of other classes automatically and
provides automatic cleaning and nice presentation of code. Eclipse also
includes code completion that predicts what the user wants to type.
This allows for many lines of code to be generated automatically when
the user requests so.
Eclipse was used to create all code in this thesis and it was a tremendous help. There is nothing more anoying than to spend several minutes uploading a program to the RCX only to figure out that it did not
work because of a misplaced minutes, unreachable code or some other
small error. Eclipse’s error checking system makes it allmost impossible
to make these kinds of errors without discovering them before compile
time. On top of this it also indicates unused variables, imports and
classes. This all helps keeping programs smaller and easier to manage.
The immediate result is that a lot more time can be spent on usefull
tasks instead of wasting it on debugging.
5.2.3

Easy use of RCX functions

The main benefit of leJOS is that it contains several extensions to the
JAVA API specially for the RCX. Examples of these are the Motor and
Sensor classes. These classes hides the details of the inner workings of
the RCX and let the user focus on what should be done instead of how
to do it. Figure 5.1 shows an example of setting motor A to go forward
at full speed using low level and high level language. It is easy to see
that leJOS allows the user to focus on the purpose of the code instead
of bothering with low level details.
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Low level ROM call:
call(0x1a4e, 0x2000, 1, 7);
Doing the same with leJOS:
Motor.A.setPower(7);
Motor.A.forward();
Figure 5.1: The same functionality using different levels of language.

5.2.4

Use of method libraries

The leJOS linker will determine which methods are not used in a program and will omit these when linking the program. This allows the
user to utilize classes with large collections of methods without wasting
memory in the RCX on the not used methods.

5.3

Limitations of leJOS

This section will show some of the important differences between leJOS
and normal JAVA.
5.3.1

No garbage collection

The leJOS virtual machine is not able to do garbage collection, [leJd].
This means that objects should be created only once, and reused instead of creating new ones whenever changes are needed. The code
that will result from a typical leJOS project will look at little more
like C code than typical JAVA code. For example many values will be
statically declared in the beginning of the code to allow use of them
from all over the program.
5.3.2

No arithmetic operations on longs

The long datatype exists in leJOS but no aritmetic operations can be
done with it, [leJd]. Even though it is possible to cast longs to ints and
vice versa, the missing operations allmost makes the long datatype
useless.
5.3.3

Doubles truncated to 32 bits

LeJOS supports floating point operations but the double datatype is
truncated to 32 bits which limits its precision compared to standard
JAVA, [leJd].
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5.4

5.4 Other problems with leJOS

Other problems with leJOS

The leJOS framwork is open source and this poses a few problems
that one should be aware of before choosing to use it. This section
will discuss a few of the overall problems. Further problems will be
discussed in relevant sections.
5.4.1

Documentation difficulties

One typical problem with open source is that the documentation following the projects is often not very good. LeJOS is no exception
and basically the only documentation is the API that is only made of
Javadoc comments from the code.
These comments can sometimes be hard to understand. For example the action() method in the Behavior class has the following description:
The contract for implementing this method is:
Any action can be started in this method. This method
should not start a never ending loop. This method can return on its own, or when the suppress() method is called; but
it must return eventually. The action can run in a separate
thread if the designer wishes it, and can therefore continue
running after this method call returns, [leJb].
The documentation for the suppress() method states:
The contract for implementing this method is:
This method will stop the action running in this Behavior
class. This method will not return until that action has been
stopped. It is acceptable for a delay to occur while the action() method finishes up, [leJc].
Only after reading the information about the suppress() method is it
possible to know that it is apparently allowed to start a never ending
loop, as long as the suppress method() is able to stop it if it should
ever be called.
5.4.2

Non consistent implementation

As many people have contributed to the work the result is that not all
parts of leJOS work in the same way. One example is the difference
between the Sensor class and the Motor class. When used in simple
scenarios they are typically used like this:
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Sensor.S1.activate();
Sensor.S3.passivate();
Motor.A.forward();
Motor.B.backward();
This looks consistent and nice, but sometimes situations arise where
one wants to refer to the sensors and motors using a variable, and for
some reason this is only possible for the sensors and not for the motors:
for(int i=0;i<3;i++){
if (Sensor.SENSORS[i].readBooleanValue()){
Motor.MOTORS[i].forward(); // <-- Does not exist.
}
}
The only two solutions are to either use the controlMotor() method,
that the creator for some reason has chosen to deprecate, or to create
a new version of it so it does not course compiler warnings.
Problems like these can sometimes lead one to belive that one knows
how something should be programmed only to later realise that this is
not the case.

5.5

Conclusion

Some of the benefits and problems mentioned in this chapter were
known from the beginning of the project and others were discovered
during the implementation. All the way through the implementation
phase leJOS has proven to be quite good. The problems mentioned
here are minor compared to the benefits. The problems can usually
be solved by programming around them, a task that is usually quite
easy since we are dealing with a high level language. For example the
replacement for the missing controlMotor() method was be created in
a few minutes and the result was even better, for use in this game, than
the deprecated leJOS version.
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Communication
The game will use a communication module to handle all IR communication. By encapsulating all communication into a module it is
possible to have total control of all communication in the game. It also
allows changing between different protocols easily. This was used extensively during the initial investigation of the different communication
features of leJOS, described in appendix A. Chapter 9 about the PC
software will describe the role of the communication module but basically the communication module will handle all communication from
several parts of the PC software to several physical robots.
The communication needed for this robot game is very different
from usual PC to PC data communication. Also the IR link provided
with the LEGO Mindstorms kit has some problems and strange properties that do not encourage the use in robot games. In this chapter we
will look at these problems and properties and see how the communication module solves the problems and tries to use the strange properties
for positive uses.

6.1

LEGO style transmission problems

The Mindstorms communication has some obvious disadvantages that
are not good for robot game use:
• Bad transmission medium
IR communication is a low cost way of enabling short distance
communication. The range is very limited and require line of
sight between transmitter and receiver. This will work fine when
transfering data between parties located close to each other, but
will not work very well if the communicating parties move around
and/or are far from each other.
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LEGO actually made another robot kit intended for remote control. This kit, the cybermaster, [Cyb], used radio signals for communication but for some reason they only equipped the RCX with
IR communication.
• Slow Datarate
The Mindstorms kit uses a very low communication speed between the RCX and the IR Tower. This is probably because IR
communication is not so sensitive to errors if the communication
is done at low speed. The low speed is good for transfering programs but for our use the slow data rate is a serious limit to how
much data we can send to a robot.
• Location of the RCX IR transceiver
The IR transceiver on the RCX is placed on the “front”, looking
forward and up. When used normally this position is fine and
fits well with the fact that its usually easy to place the RCX on
top of a robot structure. When we want to use the IR for remote
control we run into some problems, since a normally built robot
will not be able to pick up the IR signals when it has it’s “back”
against the IR tower.
Appendix D describes some more disadvatages that are not so obvious
but affect the protocol at lower levels. Described quickly they are:
• The time spend on setting up communication every time a packet
is received on the RCX is twice as long as it is supposed to be.
• The drivers that come with the tower are not very flexible when
it comes to timeouts.
• The standard driver introduces some unneeded latency whenever
one orders the tower to receive something.
All these disadvantages hint that LEGO never intended the RCX to be
used for remote control. The new USB tower was probably introduced
to ensure compatability with newer PC’s that often come without the
older serial ports and not to make communcations faster or easier to
use.

6.2

The game protocol

This section will describe the protocol in detail to show how it works
around the problems mentioned in the previous section.
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6.2 The game protocol

Goals for the protocol

When designing the protocol some goals where intended to be met.
Basically the protocol should support the following:
• Communication between the tower and more than one robot.
• Sending of remote control commands very often to the robots.
Preferbly without any large pauses in transmission.
• Support reception of messages from individual robots. These will,
compared to the remote control commands, not need to be sent
very often, but the game will need to know which robot sent which
message so some sort of adressing is needed.
The pattern of communication is very non symmetric. A lot of data
needs to be sent to the robots, but the robots do not need to send much
data back. Also the importance of the data is very different. The remote control commands should be sent often without large pauses, and
the commands should arrive without errors. The status messages sent
from robots are also important because they can contain information
like scores or events that might end or change the game status. These
messages should not contain errors but are not as time critical as the
remote control commands.
6.2.2

Characteristics of the protocol

The communication module implemented for the game uses a direct
asymetric non standard protocol, [Sta00, p.33]. The “direct” part of
this term covers the fact that the communication takes place directly
between end parties. As we are using IR there is not an underlying
network handling messages. Because of this, much of the usual functionality of protocols are not needed. For example we do not need
to worry about routing since there will be no network between the
peers. Also since the transmission media, the air, cannot hold or delay
information we do not need to worry about the ordering of messages.
Because messages cannot take different routes every message will arrive
(if not lost) in the same order as the sender transmits them.
The “asymetric” part means that the communicating parties are
not equal peers. This protocol implements what is also called a master/slave protocol, [Wikd]. The PC with the IR Tower is the master.
It will send out remote control commands whenever it needs to. When
the game needs information from the robots the PC will send out a
special command to the robots asking them to send their status back.
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The robots are the slaves in the protocol and may only send data when
specifically asked to do so.
Using this asymetric approach enables us to control the communication and avoid collisions. Avoiding collisions means having less
corrupted messages and the overhead involved in handling this is minimized.
The non standard part of the above description simply means that
the protocol is not intended for use with anything else but game communication between a PC and one or more RCX’s.
The protocol is also allmost monolithic, [Sta00, p.33], because it
only consists of two layers: The Serial class and the game specific part.
Because we’re using a direct non standard protocol this is not a very
big problem. Many of the functions that are represented in the many
OSI layers are simply not needed here.
None of these chosen characteristics make the protocol “pretty”
or very flexible, but unfortunately this is the way it must be done
to get the most out of the simple IR communication that is available.
Several of the communication features that comes with leJOS are much
better layered, prettier and more flexible. Unfortunatly, as appendix
Appendix A describes, none of them are fast enough for game use.
6.2.3

Communication pattern

A visual example of the communication can be seen in figure 6.1. The
figure shows a typical setup with a PC controlling two RCX’s. As we
shall see in section 6.3, where the packet format is described, all RCX’s
receive the same message from the PC. This message contains remote
control commands for all RCX’s and also an extra control command
used to control events that affect the whole game and requests to individual RCX’s. When a request has been sent the communciation
module will wait a little longer before sending, allowing a reply from
an RCX to get through.
In this example the communication module is set to send a request
in every second packet. The request will contain the number of the
RCX that is supposed to reply. Only the RCX with the right number
is allowed to reply. This way the communication module can request
data from one RCX at a time.
How often the communication module sends out requests can be
changed easily, and dynamically while the game is running. Depending
on the settings it can take a short or long time for a robot to transfer
its data to the PC. Tweaking this value is a matter of weighing the
importance of easy control of the remote controlled robot against the
importance of quick updates. The setting of the value will also depend
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Figure 6.1: Visual example of messages exchanged between PC and two
RCX’s.

on the room where the game is set up. If there is much interference from
ambient light one will often have to set the communication module to
send out requests more often to increase the chance that some of the
requests, and replies, make it through to the receiver.
A typical setting would be to send out requests every 10’th packet.
In a game with 4 robots this means that every robot will be able to
transfer its state to the PC every time 40 messages has been sent. In a
“IR friendly” room with not too much ambient light this typically lead
to correctly working updates every 2-4 seconds.
6.2.4

Lost packets

Each message, both remote control commands from the PC and replies
from the RCX’s are designed to contain complete states of the individual robot. For example a reply from a RCX’s is not of the sort “I was
hit since last request.” but instead a “I’ve been hit 42 times in total”.
This way lost packets are not a serious problem, because they will
not lead to any lost information, but only a delay in the updates of the
model on the PC.
The typical reason for loosing packets when dealing with RCX’s is
that the RCX is not in range. Usually a problem like this is not going to
be solved in a matter of milliseconds, and it would be a little pointless
to try to contact the same RCX immediately again when a lost packet
is detected. Therefore the communication module will simply move on
and the next request will be to the next RCX in line.
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Synchronizing

Since the robots themselves contain all data of what has happend to
them in the entire game, they need to be reset when a new game is
started.
The RobotGameController, which will be described in chapter 9,
is in charge of this. It orders the communication module to alternate
between sending reset messages and request messages.
When a robot sees the reset message it will reset it’s hit counter.
Then when the request message arrives this “clean” state is sent back
as usual. When the RobotGameController sees that all robots have
been reset it will put the communication module back to normal, clear
the robots remote commands to set them “free” and allow the game to
start. The same technique is used at the end of a game when all data
from the robots is needed to calculate the final score.
Because the communication module is set to send out requests in
every second packet this synchronization is usually done quickly. The
typical waiting time is 1-2 seconds when all robots are in range of the
IR tower. If the robots are not in range it is not possible to carry
out the synchonization and some other solution must be used. One
solution can be to move robots closer to the IR tower. Chapter 7
about the playfield will describe a display showing the names of the
unsynchronized robots to allow a user to manually move the robots
into range. Another solution is to skip the synchonization completely.
Chapter 9 about the PC game controller will describe special buttons
on the GUI to allow this. When synchronization is not carried out the
scores from the autonomous robots and the health status of the player
robot may not be correct, but sometimes being able to start or end a
game is more important than having correct scores.

6.3

The packet format

The game needs to be able to transmit remote control commands
quickly to one or more robots at a time. If the remote control commands are not set often enough the player will feel that the controls are
sluggish and not very easy to use. At the same time information needs
to be gathered from the robots. This incomming information is not as
time critical as the outgoing. Based on the knowledge from appendix
A the Serial class was chosen for the RCX code and the Tower class for
the code running on the PC. This way the packet format will follow the
standard LEGO format. Using this approach has two major benefits:
First, the Serial class is fast and fairly low level, so it is possible to
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add another protocol on top of it. The Serial class does not provide
any forms of adressing. This means that it is possible to utilize the fact
that the IR communication is using the air as shared media and thus
broadcast the packets to all hosts without using any extra bandwith.
Second, the Serial and Tower class support standard LEGO format
packages from “out of the box”, so no time will be wasted on creating
new low level code like for example header detection, checksum calculation and the creation of packets. This combination will provide a
well tested platform providing fast communication while ensuring that
corrupt packets do not get through.
A minor benefit is that on the RCX the routines are built into the
ROM. This ensures fast execution and does not take up any memory
from the leJOS Virtual Machine.
Because the game will run using a limited number of robots, we can
use one packet to send information to several robots at once. This is
an example of a packet when used in a game with 4 robots.
HDR

05

˜05

MCC

˜MCC

R1

˜R1

R2

˜R2

R3

˜R3

R4

˜R4

CHK

˜CHK

Most of the contents are dictated by the standard LEGO format. First
we have the packet header, HDR. Then the hexadecimal value 0x05,
which is an opcode for datatransfer, and in the end we have the checksum, CHK.
We then chose to use the packet to send a main control command,
MCC and 4 individual robot control commands, R1-R4. All contents
including the opcode needs to be followed by it’s inverse to follow the
lego packet format.
The opcode chosen here, 0x05, was found in a LUGNET forum
post, [Gla], and is used because it allows packets with 5 data bytes
to be received by the RCX. The typical opcode used for this kind of
transmissions is the opcode 0xF7 but it only allows for one byte of data.
If one wants to transfer more than 5 databytes the opcode 0x45 must
be used. The use of the 0x45 opcode is more complex and is prone to
errors that can completely shutdown the RCX if something goes wrong
with the communication, [Pro]. For this reason the 0x45 opcode has
not been investigated further in this thesis.
The main control command is used for sending requests out to
robots, and should be read and used by all receivers. By having a
seperate channel for this we can send commands to the robots while
controlling them at the same.
By using only one packet to communicate with all robots at the
same time we avoid some problems. A more traditional way of communicting with several robots would probably be to send private packets
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to each of them, with individual information. But because we are using
the very slow IR communication we need all the speed we can get.
As it can be seen in table E.1 in appendix E we can double the
communication speed by using multicasting of packages. Using the
multicast approach we need to send one packet with 5 bytes, which
takes 65 milliseconds. If we were using a traditional approach each
robot would need to receive an individual command byte, a control
command byte and a third byte containing some sort of addressing
code. The last byte would be needed for the robots to know which
packets they should use. The result is that we would have to transmit
four packets with three bytes in each, 12 bytes in total which would
take 204 milliseconds. As we see the multicast approach is more than
three times faster with 4 robots and the difference only gets larger with
an increasing number of robots. The multicast approach will even be
able to support up to 20 robots if given the same time contraints as
the standard approach with only four robots.
As the number of robots increase even the multicast approach can
not keep up for long if we still want the remote control commands to be
sent often. It is clear that the game should include as few as possible
remote controlled robots as possible but that a number between 2-5
probably not does not make a big difference.

6.4

Conclusion

The resulting protocol works good and using the specialized new approach it is able to remote control a fair number of robots while keeping a low latency between commands. With these two properties under
control it should be possible to use the protocol in a robot game without
it being a problem or a reason to bad gameplay. In the game created
in this thesis three, and sometimes four, robots were used. Typically it
was possible to set the timings in the communication module to allow
remote control commands to be sent every 50 miliseconds. As we shall
see in chapter 10 and 11 this proved sufficient for proper control of the
player robot during the user evaluations.
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The playfield
When looking at the Mindstorms based robot games mentioned in
chapter 3 it can be seen that none of the games make use of an active playfield. The playing areas in these games are simply made to
block the robots in some way and do not have sensors or actuators.
The famous robot show, Robot Wars, mentioned in section 2.2.6
use a playfield that involves dangerous areas. The players must avoid
these when moving around but can also utilize them by pushing their
opponent into these areas. In computer games the playfield is often
very active and it is often nessecary to solve puzzles to allow progress
in the game.
With this knowledge in mind it is clear that robot games can benefit
from a specially designed, and perhaps even active, playfield. This
chapter will describe how the playfield was created for the game in this
thesis.

7.1

The surface

As decided during the planning of the game, described in chapter 4,
the surface of the playing area should help the autonomous robots.
For this the colors black and white will be used. The white surface will
indicate a good surface where the robot can go where ever it wants.
The black surface will indicate a surface where the robot should stay
away from. By having a black surface near all edges of the playfield
it should be possible for the robots to avoid walls and other obstacles
before they drive into them. This will make the robots behave more
intelligent, even though it is actually a very simple system. Figure 7.1
shows how the idea should work. The light sensors will detect the zone
and the robot will have room to turn away, instead of getting stuck in
the corner. A video showing how a robot uses this system can be found
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on the enclosed CD.

Figure 7.1: A sketch of a robot avoiding getting stuck in a corner.

7.2

The stationary targets

Around on the playfield there will be stationary tagets that the player
can hit with the hammer to gain points. As planned these targets will
change between an active and an inactive state to force the player to
move around between them.
Figure 7.2 shows one of the targets. Basically they are simple touch
switches built to withstand the hits from the player robots hammer. A
sensor input is used for the touch sensor and a motor output is used
to supply power to the target when it is in active mode. The power is
simply used for turning on lights that show the player when the target
is active. These lights are hidden in the top of the structure to protect
them from getting hit and falling of. When power is applied the lights
will flash in a random pattern making it easy for the player to notice
the target. A video of a target in action can be found on the enclosed
CD.
For hits on the targets to be registered in the game the targets will
have to be connected to the game PC in some way. The first solution
could be to use more RCX bricks and program these to control the
targets and report back to the PC. For every 3. targets an extra RCX
would be needed, and every RCX would increase the allready busy IR
communication media.
Luckily a much better solution exists. The DACTA control box
which is described in appendix F is perfect for the task for several
reasons:
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Figure 7.2: One of the stationary targets.

• It can be connected via a wire to the PC and therefore not interfere with the game IR communication media.
• It has eight inputs and eight outputs and can thus replace 2 RCX
bricks and still have two input and two output ports free.
• It does not need batteries as its power is supplied from an adapter.
Using one DACTA 70909 it is possible to use up to eight targets which
is probably more than is needed in the planned game.

7.3

Information display

The game is controlled from a PC keyboard, but to play the game the
player will have to look at the robots and not the PC screen. Because
of this the game’s graphical user interface features a simple information
display that is supposed to be located so the player can take a look at
it once in a while when playing. The display can be seen on figure 7.3

Figure 7.3: The information display.
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and have several features that will be described in the next sections.
7.3.1

Game status

At the top of the display a simple status message is displayed:
• GET READY! when the game is about to start.
• PLAY! when the game is running.
• GAME OVER! when the game has ended.
The purpose of this text is to quickly allow the player to see what
is going on. Especially when the game ends and the players controls
suddenly ceases to respond, a player will probably need a “game over
message” to understand that everything is in order.
7.3.2

Synchronization status

As described in chapter 6 the game will have a short waiting time, just
before starting, to reset the robots. During the synchronization this
line of text on the display will show which robots that are not properly
synchronized with the PC and thus keeping the game from starting.
The same happens when the game ends and the points need to be
collected from the robots. The display will show which robots have
not yet reported back with their scores. When all robots have reported
back, the display will change to “Final score calculated”.
This kind of display is not common in computer games but is needed
in this robot game because the synchronization can take several seconds, or even not work out at all. In cases where the synchronization
does not seem to finish one can take a look at the display. This will
allow one to know which of the robots are having problems sending
data back, and one can move them to a position closer to the infrared
tower.
7.3.3

Score

The score display shows how many points the player has. This is just as
in typical computer games. The score is based on how many stationary
targets and how many robot bugs the player has hit with the hammer.
7.3.4

Time

Each game will take a set amount of time and this display will show
how much time the player has left to play in.
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Health

The bar at the bottom indicates the health of the player robot. It will
get shorter when the player robot is hit by the robot bugs or is driven
into obstacles.

7.4

Conclusion

The playfield surface provide guidance for the autonomous robots and
the targets provide an extra challenge for the player. These two new
additions function very well but the playfield is still very simple and
could probably be improved. For example it could include dangerous
traps for the player or have doors that hinder the free movement on
the playfield. Unfortunately the size of the playfield is limited to the
range of the infra red signals and already feel too small as it is now.
Controling the autonomous robots near doors and make them avoid
traps may pose another problem. Because of time constraints and no
apparent solutions to the mentioned problems none of these playfield
improvements have been attempted in this thesis.
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Chapter 8

The Robots
This chapter will describe how the robots were built and how the software running on them functions.

8.1

Locomotion

When dealing with robots, locomotion is the process of enabling the
robot to move around. Many different locomotion strategies have been
proposed and many types of moving robots exist today. Typically
robots are wheeled, but also walking, flying and even swimming robots
exist, [DJ00].
Since we’re creating a game we have the option to decide which kind
of environment the robot must be able to handle. Since the LEGO
RCX has only limited power and sensors we should probably not try
to create a too unfriendly environment.
Choosing a friendly environment will allow us to use simple locomotion strategies and basically let the robot drive around on wheels or
tracks.
8.1.1

Tracked LEGO robots

Tracks will allow for a more rugged environment and for that reason a few tracked robots where created during the very early phase
of this thesis. They performed great in handling obstacles and were
very fun to watch, but unfortunately the options available using LEGO
tracks are not very good. Two types exist, linked threads made of hard
plastic, [Pee, Part:3873], and another simpler rubber band type, [Pee,
Part:680c01].
Unfortunately none of the tracks are very good. The linked one
runs very well but has a tendency to fall of or break apart very easy.
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Figure 8.1: Part of linked track

Figure 8.2: Rubberband track

The rubber band track limits the size of the robot to a rather small
size. Especially if one wants the robot to have some ground clearance.
It also demands a lot of power to run. A single LEGO motor cannot
handle this without gearing it down a lot. The result is a very slow
robot.
Because of these problems the idea of using tracked robots in the
game was discarded.
8.1.2

Wheeled LEGO robots

A large selection of LEGO wheels is available and this allows us to
create several types of wheeled robots. Wheeled robots can be categorized into 4 different types: Differential drive, synchronous drive,
steered wheel drive and robots using complex wheels.

Figure 8.3: A simple differential
drive robot with a small castor
wheel to keep balance.

Figure 8.4: A Robot using synchronous drive.

1. Differential drive: The differential drive is a typical drive for
small robots. The robot has a wheel on each side which can be
driven independently. Usually differential drive robots also have
castor wheels, which are extra wheels used to keep the robot in
balance. Differential drive allows the robot to spin around on the
spot. Differential drive robots are easy to build in LEGO and a
simple example of one can be seen in figure 8.3.
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2. Synchronous drive: This category consists of drives where each
wheel can be both steered and driven. Synchronous drive robots
are very complex and this added complexity does not give it many
new possibilities. The main difference between a synchronous
drive robot and a differential drive one, would be that the synchronous one can drive in any direction without turning first. In
practice it has to turn the wheels into the new direction first
though, so it is probably not any faster. As seen on figure 8.4,
that shows a very small version of a synchronous drive LEGO
robot, it is a very complex platform.
3. Steered wheels robots: Steered wheel robots turns one or more
wheels to control the direction. This includes bicycle, tricycle, and
Ackerman steering. Bicycle and tricycle systems have a single
front wheel that will be used for steering and Ackerman steering
have two front wheels used for steering. Ackerman steering is
what is used on a typical automobile and refers to the fact that
the two front wheels must be able to steer independently to allow
the robot/car to drive in a perfect circle without any of the wheels
skidding sideways. This is needed on heavy vehicles and would
probably not be important for a small robot. Common for all
steered wheel systems is the fact that turning the robot around
on the spot is not possible. If the robot needs to turn around
and have limited space available it will require a number of turns
combined with driving forward and backwards. Figure 8.5 shows
a LEGO robot car using steered wheels.
4. Drives with complex wheels: A number of more complex
wheel types can be used. An example of this is the Mecanum
wheel that have rollers on it allowing the wheel to move sideways,
[wike]. One use of such a wheel is the Killough platform which,

Figure 8.5: A Robot car using
steered wheel drive.

Figure 8.6: A killough platform
built in LEGO.
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as seen on figure 8.6, is possible to build using normal LEGO
bricks, [Dor]. A Killough platform is able to spin around on its
own footprint. It can drive in any direction, and even do this
while spinning.
A Synchronous drive is difficult to build in LEGO and the benefit
will probably not be great compared to the complexity of the system.
The stock car game mentioned in appendix B used robot cars built on
steered wheel platforms. The cars had several problems with turning
around quickly and where not performing well compared the looks of
the robots. For this reason the idea of a steered wheel platform was
discarded in this thesis. A killough platform was considered because of
its great mobility, but unfortunately such a platform requires that all
3 motor outputs on the RCX is used for driving and thus no outputs
left for a hammer or any other devices.
This leaves us with the differential drive platform, which even though
very common, is not a bad choice. It is simple to build and allows the
robot to move around very freely. For this reason the differential drive
platform was chosen for all robots in the game.

8.2
8.2.1

The autonomous robots
Building the robots

The autonomous robots were built with five goals in mind.
• The RCX should be placed with the IR transceiver facing upwards. This way it will be possible to maximize the chance of
good IR reception no matter which way the robot is faced.
• The robot must be equipped with sensors that can determine the
color of the surface the robot is driving on and a sensor that can
detect when the robot is hit by the players hammer.
• The construction should be sturdy. As described in appendix B
the LEGO robots fall “easily” apart when used for games so the
robots should be built as sturdy as possible.
• It should be easy to change the RCX and the motors on the
robots.
• The robots should look like small annoying, but dangerous, animals.
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Main structure

Figure 8.7 shows the completed robot. The RCX’s IR transceiver is
“looking” out of a hole in the shield covering the robot. The shield on
top of the robot functions as a giant pressure switch and can detect
when the robot is hit. The eyes have lights inside that are connected
to a motor output together with a motor that allows the robot to open
and close its “mouth”. This allows the robot to look a bit dangerous.
The whole robot is held tightly together by vertical beams making the
main structure very sturdy. The weakest part is the mouth and the
eyes. Both these parts can fall off a lot easier than other parts, but the
only way to secure them better would probably be gluing the LEGO
bricks together.

Figure 8.7: The robot bug

8.2.3

Drive system

Figure 8.8 shows the robots drive system. Since the RCX is quite high
when the IR transceiver is facing upwards the whole model had to be
built around the RCX. This was accomplished by building a very simple
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differential drive system taking up as little space as possible. The
LEGO motors can be replaced easily by sliding them out after removing
two locking LEGO pieces. To keep balance the robot is equipped with
a small castor wheel between the two light sensors.

Figure 8.9: Replacing motors.
Figure 8.8: Robot bug from below.

8.2.4

Sensors

Most of the space in the front of the robot was already taken by the
castor wheel and the motor controlling the mouth, but as can be seen
on figure 8.10, it was just possible to fit two light sensors. The standard LEGO light sensors were used because the robot will use these
sensors to determine the color it is located on. As seen in appendix C
these sensors are superior for this task. Figure 8.11 shows the shield
sensor setup. This sensor caused a lot of problems because the shield is
very large and no matter where the shield is hit it should be registered.
The solution was to create a rather heavy shield using a special weight
LEGO brick, and suspend the shield using rubber bands. By suspending the shield just above the sensor it is possible to hit the robot both
on the back and the front end of the shield. When hit on the back the
shield simply pushes down the sensor and when hit on the front the
shield will first rise away from the sensor but then fall back on to it
because of the shields heavy weight. Using rather tight rubber bands
make the system rigid enough so no false positives occur from the robot
simply driving around.
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Figure 8.10: The light sensors.

8.2.5

Figure 8.11: The shield sensor.

Easy repairs

To allow easy replacement of the RCX or it’s batteries the shield and
RCX can be removed simply by removing 4 “locking studs”. Even
though the system takes a bit longer to create it makes switching
RCX’s fast and allows for having extra RCX’s with fresh batteries and
uploaded program ready in case something goes wrong. This proved
very handy during both development and testing.

Figure 8.12: The shield can be
easily removed...

8.2.6

Figure 8.13: ...and the RCX replaced.

Code for the autonomous robots

The code for the autonomous robots have a few simple goals.
• Move the robot around on the playfield.
• Keep the robot away from “bad areas” on the playfield by steering
away from dark areas on the surface.
• If the robots hits an obstacle it should back away from it.
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• Make sure that hits on the shield are registered and that the robot
gets “stunned” when hit.
• Transmit information back to the PC running the game.
• Allow for remote control. In case the robot is trapped somewhere
on the playfield it is very convenient if the robot can be controlled
by remote to drive it to a better position.
To accomplish all these goals the autonomous robots are driven by
several behavior-producing modules. A diagram of these modules can
be seen in figure 8.14.
Reply to requests
IR receiver

Shield sensor

IR transmitter

1. Remote control

2.Stunned behavior
Speaker

Battery level

3.Collision detection

4.Avoid dark zones

Drive motors
Light sensors

5.Random walk

(2.) Eat / Eye effect

Mouth motor / lights

Figure 8.14: Control system for the autonomous robot

On the left of the figure we have the inputs to the robot and to
the right are the outputs. The center part of the figure consists of the
behavior-producing modules.
The top behavior-producing module is the Reply to requests behavior. If an incoming message contains a request for the robot to
return its details, this behavior will make sure that a reply is sent
immediately.
The rest of the behavior-producing modules are arranged in a typical subsumption architechture,[Bro86]. The subsumption architecture
fits the autonomous robots nicely, because they do not have any main
goals or overall strategies. This makes them reactive robots that simply has to respond to what is happening around them just “now”. The
behaviors are prioritized from one to five. Priority one, the remote
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control, has the highest priority. The next sections will describe each
of the behaviors and their priorities in more detail.
Remote control

If an IR message is received with a remote control message for the
robot the remote control system will take control. The reason for this
behavior to exist is to allow a game administrator to easily drive robots
out of troublesome situations without having to physically touch the
robot. The system also allows for other players controlling the bugs,
but this has not yet been implemented. The remote control has highest
priority to allow a user full control of the robot.
Stunned behavior

This behavior will take care of getting the robot to stand still if it
has been hit on the shield. When hit, the robot will do some quick
movements to the sides making the robot shake for a short while. It
will also play a sound and then make the robot stand still. Slowly the
robot will “wake up” again and, with sounds playing with shorter and
shorter pauses between them, the robot will warn the player that it is
soon about to drive around again. This behavior is placed second in
the list of priorities because a stunned robot should not move around
on its own.
Collision detection

This behavior is the highest of the next three behaviors. These next
three behaviors all make the robot traverse the playfield. This first
one is the most important of the three because if the robot has hit an
obstacle two other behaviors will work properly. As will be described
later the robots are programmed to always move forward. This gives
rise to some problems with robot bugs that meet each other head on.
As none of them will ever move backward they will be stuck. To fix the
problem this behavior will detect when the robot is not moving even
though it is trying to.
When a robot collides with an obstacle the wheels cannot turn
around as fast as usual, this makes the motors draw more power from
the batteries. This behavior measures the battery level of the robot
and when this seems to drop very much over a short period of time the
behavior will assume that the robot is stuck against an obstacle. To
clear the obstacle the robot will then move a little bit backward while
making a “surprised” sound. Since it takes a while for the battery
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level to drop the bugs will not drive away immediately. This is not a
problem as their primary purpose is to ram into the player robot hard
enough to make the player robot detect the hit.
Avoid dark zones

This behavior makes sure that the robot does not drive into dark zones
on the playfield. As the random walk behavior does not know anything
about where the robot is going this avoid behavior needs to have a
higher priority than the random walk.
If one of the light sensors report that its on a black surface the
robot will turn in the opposite direction. If both sensors are on a black
surface the robot will spin around in its own footprint.
This behavior actually cheats, and breaks the subsumption architecture a little bit, by also commanding the random walk behavior
about what to do after the robot is back on a white surface. This is
handy in some special cases. For example if the random walk behavior
has ordered the robot to drive left and the robot then hits a dark area.
The avoid dark zones behavior will take over and drive the robot a bit
right to get the robot out of the area and then pass control back to
the random walk behavior. The random walk behavior will then drive
the robot left again and back into the dark zone. The result is a robot
hammering against an invisible wall and it does not look very good.
To allow the robot to drive more smoothly the avoid behavior actually
instructs the random walk about what to do for a little while after the
robot is back on the white surface.
Random walk behavior

When no critical actions need to be taken the random walk behavior
will be in control. Its purpose is to drive the robot around on the
playfield. As the autonomous robots do not know anything about the
playfield, they will have to move around it using random movements.
As described in section 3.6 random movements are perceived as not
very intelligent so the typical random walk will have to be improved
to something a little more controlled. Because of this the code was
written to follow two simple rules:
• First rule is never to move backwards. As it is not very common
for either people or animals to walk backwards neither should the
robot bugs.
• Second rule is not to do stupid looking things very often and
for long periods of time. Because of this the program has been
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made to allow the robot to spin around on the spot, but not do
this very often or for very long periods of time. Table 8.1 shows
the different movements, the chance of the robot performing the
movement and how long the robot should perform the move. The
last column show how much time is spent per movement compared
to the total time the program is running in random move mode.
The Timer setting does not correspond to any specific time but
is dependent on how fast the RCX can execute the program. A
more proper way of doing this could be to use the internal clock
and time the movements.
Movement
Go forward
Go forward and right
Go forward and left
Spin right
Spin left

Chance
50%
12.5%
12.5%
12.5%
12.5%

Timer
60
50
50
30
30

Total time spent on movement
60%
12.5%
12.5%
7.5%
7.5%

Table 8.1: Settings for the random walk

The settings for the random walk were set by the general idea of rule
two and then simply adjusted accoding to how the robots performed
during several tests.
Eat/Eye effect

At the bottom of the figure the Eat/Eye effect behavior is located.
It is prioritized below the remote control, but runs side by side with
any other behaviors. The behavior simply makes the robot look a bit
more angry by moving its mouth and lighting up its eyes. Usually the
effect is triggered by a special color on the surface but if the robot is on
remote control the user can decide when to use the effect. This places
the behavior as second to the remote control behavior and is therefore
marked with a (2.) on the diagram, even though they should probably
be thought of as one when the robot is being remote controlled.
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Using leJOS for the autonomous robots

This section will describe the experience of using leJOS during the
creation of the program for the autonomous robots.
8.3.1

Easy modularity

Both the autonomous robots and the player robot would have many
things in common. For this reason a class called BotUtils was created
to house all methods that might come in handy when programming the
robots. As JAVA, and hence leJOS, is object oriented this was very
easy and contributed greatly to keeping the programs structured and
easy to understand.
8.3.2

Useless random function

When implementing random walk in the autonomous robot a random
function was needed. The obvious choice is to use leJOS’s built in
Random class. During the first few tests the robots did not seem to
drive around very randomly. The code was quickly rewritten to output
the numbers to the display while the robot was driving. This made
it possible to observe that even though the numbers were different
every time the robot was started they always quickly started to repeat
themselves in sequences of only three to five numbers. An example
showing how terrible the numbers were can be seen by running the test
program included on the enclosed CD in the directory Random number
generator test.
Discovering the problem

The reason for why the numbers were not very random was found in the
source code to the Random class seen in figure 8.15. As it can be seen
the algorithm is very simple. There is no documentation telling why the
Random class is implemented as it is but it bears some resemblance to a
type of random number generator called linear congruential generators,
[wikf].
A linear congruential generator can be described by the recurrence
relation:
Vj+1 = (A ∗ Vj+1 + B) mod M
where Vx is the sequence of random numbers, A,B and M are constants.
The main difference is that the leJOS generator does not have the
B constant and has an added exponentiation. The modulo operation
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package java.util;
/**
* Pseudo-random number generation.
*/
public class Random{
private int iPrevSeed, iSeed;
public Random (long seed){
iPrevSeed = 1;
iSeed = (int) seed;
}
/**
* @return A random positive or negative integer.
*/
public int nextInt(){
int pNewSeed = (iSeed * 48271) ^ iPrevSeed;
iPrevSeed = iSeed;
iSeed = pNewSeed;
return pNewSeed;
}
}
Figure 8.15: The source code for the Random class in leJOS.

happens “automatically” several times during the calculation since the
integer in the virtual machine is limited to 32 bits.
It is known that these types of algorithms output very short repeating sequences of random numbers if the constants A,B and M are not
chosen visely, [Knu81]. The problem occur very often if one is looking
at only a few bits of the output and if the constant M is set to a power
of 2. Since M in this case is set to the size of an integer in the leJOS
VM, 232 , this is clearly the case. At the same time the robot code would
cut down the 232 possible values to only 16 different ones, by doing a
logical AND 0x000F on the result, because only 16 different random
values were needed. These two factors were probably the reason for
the repeating sequences of numbers.
Instead of cutting away the unneeded bits one can also scale the
result. But even if we asume that the generator is actually good enough
when dealing with full 32 bit integers does not help us much if we do
not need the full 32 bit range of numbers. To scale a 32 bit random
number we need a datatype that can hold bigger numbers while we
do the scaling. Because leJOS does not support arithmetic operations
on the long datatype, and the double datatype is truncated to 32 bits,
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none of these options will work very good. The result is that, no matter
what we do, the calculations are throwing away bits and the resulting
sequence of numbers will still have the same flaws as before.
Alternative solution

Instead of bothering with creating a new random class a simple approach was chosen instead. Every time a random number is needed
the robot simply does a reading of the System.currentTimeMillis() and
truncates this to the number of bits needed in the random number.
This works fine because the robot does not need random numbers very
often. A random number is only needed when the random walk behavior needs to change direction during the random walk or when it
needs to be restarted after one of the other behaviors has been in control. The result is that the readings from System.currentTimeMillis()
are influenced by several uncontrollable factors: When the user pressed
different buttons during the initialization of the robot, where the robot
was placed on the playfield, battery power and the efficiency of the
motors. These factors make the resulting “random numbers” just as
good, if not better, than what any random generator would be able to
create.
8.3.3

Too basic leJOS subsumption support

One feature of subsumption architecture is the ability to separate each
behavior. LeJOS includes support for this via the Arbitrator class and
the Behavior interface. The idea is to let each behavior implement the
Behavior interface and program according to the contract given in the
Behavior API. A prioritized list of behaviors can then be passed to the
Arbitrator class who will manage the prioritizing and give control to
the correct behaviors when needed.
This approach was tried when creating the autonomous robots, but
unfortunately it did not work well. The Arbitrator and Behavior can
clearly be used when dealing with very simple examples, but when the
robot has to do more than very simply behaviors the class and interface
seems to be more a hindrance than an advantage.
One problem is that the action method in the Behavior class assumes that a behavior is something that has a beginning and an end.
This does not work with for example the random walk where the robot
should keep moving if it stays on a good surface, but should change
direction once in a while. In fact by looking at the source code for the
Arbitrator it can be seen that it is directly coded not to perform the
same action two times in a row.
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Another problem is that each Behavior will have to do its own readings from sensors leading to several redundant calls to sensor classes.
All in all the programs created using the Arbitrator and Behavior
quickly tends to be filled with little programming hacks, and global
variables to work around the limitations. The purpose of using the
leJOS class and interface should be to make programs easier to understand and develop and since this was not the result this approach was
discarded.
8.3.4

Threads and synchronization

Since the basic leJOS support for subsumption architecture did not
work out well an attempt was made with each behavior running in a
separate thread. Unfortunately this posed problems when behaviors
needed to share incoming data. For example both the Remote control
and the Reply to request behaviors need access to the last incoming IR
message. This was handled by a synchronized object. Unfortunately
it did not seem like the synchronization worked as supposed in leJOS
even though this is one of the features where leJOS claims to be better
than above other JAVA VM’s for the RCX.
After asking around for solutions it was discovered that other people
had also had problems with this and the concept of using synchronized
threads was discarded.
8.3.5

Resulting code

The resulting code only use one thread, and is enforcing the priorities
by letting all behaviors set a value to control the motors. Behaviors
with higher priority are placed later in the “queue” and thus given the
“last word”. Only when all behaviors have done their job the final
result is passed on to the drive system.
This way the code looks a bit like programmed in the C programming language, but with the added benefits of modularity and easy
understandable leJOS control of sensors and motors. The source code
can be found on the enclosed CD. The file for the autonomous robot is
DDBug4.java which also uses methods from BotUtils.java.
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The player robot

The player robot was built with the following goals in mind:
• The RCX should be placed with the IR transceiver facing upwards. Like on the bug robots the player robot will also need to
communicate with the PC.
• The construction should be even more sturdy than the bug robots.
This is the most important robot in the game and it should not
break down often.
• In case of breakdowns it should be easy to change the RCX and
the motors on the robot.
• The player robot should be faster than the autonomous robots to
allow the player to safely navigate between the moving bugs.
• A hammer should be mounted on the robot so that it can be used
to hit the robot bugs.
• Bumbers on the robot should allow it to count how many times
it has hit obstacles.
8.4.1

Main structure

The first three goals were easily implemented because the player robot
was built much larger than the robot bugs. It was thus fairly easy
to build a sturdy construction with the RCX IR transceiver pointing
upwards. Using the same techniques with locking studs as on the robot
bugs it was made easy to replace the RCX and motors. The hammer
was mounted on the side of the robot to make it look like an arm of
some sort and at the same time provide a large freedom of movement.
Four small castor wheels were used on the robot since it was much
larger. Two castor wheels would have been enough for the robot but
using four made the weight on each wheel smaller. This made them
less likely to break off. A picture of the final robot can be seen in figure
8.16.
8.4.2

Drive system

Like the autonomous robots a differential drive system was also chosen for the player robot. To enable fast movement the robot was
equipped with two LEGO motors for each wheel. The wheel size was
also larger than the bug robots. This powerful system allows the player
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Figure 8.16: The player robot

to drive the robot around very fast and easily outrun the bugs. Unfortunately the powerful motors tend to rip the robot apart when doing
fast turns, and quite quickly during the first real life test at the Steno
Museum, mentioned in chapter 10, reinforcement of the wheels system
was needed. The reason for this was that the players did not drive the
robots very nicely. When the robot was blocked and the player still
tried to drive it in the same direction the wheels had a tendency to
slowly work their way off their axles.

Figure 8.17: Dual motors for both
wheels.

Figure 8.18: Wheels are locked on
by several stop bushings.
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The hammer

Two motors were used to drive the hammer. The large hammer was
too heavy too be powered by one LEGO motor only. The first solution
was to use gears to increase the torque to enable one motor to lift
the hammer. This also made the hammer slow when going downwards
and this slow speed was simply not appealing, fun vise, and neither
acceptable in responsiveness. The typical player will expect that the
hammer to go down as soon as the “hammer button” is touched, and
he expects it to hit hard and fast.
The hammer is directly connected to a rotation sensor. This sensor
measures the angle of the hammer and ensures that the hammer will
always be moved back up. Some times the hammer can get trapped in
the down position. For example if another robot is blocking the hammers movement. Using a rotation sensor enables the robot to measure
if the hammer is actually back up or not.
The first version of the robot had the rotation sensor placed far
away from the hammer and the movements of the hammer were directed through gears. During testing it was discovered that the powerful hammering could sometimes twist the robot structure and induce
slippage between the gears so that the rotation sensor didn’t work correctly. A newer version of the robot had the rotation sensor mounted
directly on the hammer axis. As the two could no longer move independently the problem was solved.
8.4.4

Bumbers

The player robot was fitted with four bumbers that can detect hits on
allmost the entire lower part of the robot. All these were connected to
the same sensor input to allow simple counting of hits.
8.4.5

Code for the player robot

The program for the player robot is very simple and only have to follow
a few simple goals:
• Receive remote control commands from the PC and pass them on
to the drive system.
• Reply to requests from the PC.
• Control the hammer.
• Play a sound when the robot is hit, and count the total number
of hits.
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A diagram of the system can be seen in figure 8.19. The inputs are
to the left and the outputs to the right. The program controlling the
robot constists of the behavior-producing modules in the middle. The
behaviors of the program are not prioritized in any way and all of them
run at the same time.

IR receiver

Rotation sensor

Reply to requests

IR transmitter

Remote control

Drive motors

Drive hammer behavior

Hammer motors
Speaker

Bumber sensor

Collision detection

Figure 8.19: Control system for the player robot

Reply to requests

This behavior simply replies to requests if an incoming message contains a request for the robot to send information to the PC about how
many times it has been hit.
Remote control

This behavior picks out the remote control command from the message
and passes it on to the drive system. The motors stay in this state until
a new command arrives with different information. If the remote control command also tells the robot to use the hammer, this information
is passed on to the drive hammer behavior.
Drive hammer behavior

This behavior simply handles the movements of the hammer and plays
sounds when the hammer is being used. When the hammer is activated
a timer is set and the hammer motors start to move the hammer downwards until this timer runs out. The rotation sensor is not used for this
movement as the hammer may not always reach the down position. For
example if the hammer it hits something, as it is supposed to, it will
usually not reach the lowest possible position. When the timer have
run out the code reverses the movements of the motors. The program
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will allow the motors to try to raise the hammer until readings from the
rotation sensor show that the hammer is back up in the top position.
Collision detection

This part of the program is allmost non existant since the robot only
needs to count the number of times it has been hit. This functionality is
built into the leJOS Sensor class and one simply has to set the Sensor
to count the hits. To make the robot produce a sound when hit, a
little piece of code was added to make a sound every time the counter
changes.

8.5

Using leJOS for the player robot

The code for the player robot is much simpler than the autonomous
robots. Using leJOS made it even simpler and really shows some ways
where leJOS makes development much easier.
8.5.1

Easy sensor reading

The rotation sensor needed to control the hammer can be difficult to
use. One has do decode the readings from it and determine which way
it is turning, while keeping track of how long and how many rotations
it has done. Fortunately leJOS makes this very easy by allowing the
programmer to set the sensor type to Rotation and the mode to Degree.
This way the Sensor.readValue() method will return the position of
the rotation sensor as a number of degrees and leJOS will handle all
underlying problems.
The same applied for the bumper sensors. Here the sensor was
set to Touch and its mode to Pulse. This made leJOS keep track of
how many times the bumpers had been “hit and released”. It was not
necessary to keep track of this in the actual program because every
time the robot needed to know the number it could simply perform a
Sensor.readValue().
8.5.2

Easy re-use of methods

When the player robot was created the autonomous robots had already
been done. The player robot could benefit from using the BotUtils class
created during the programming of the autonomous robots.
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Resulting code

The resulting code for the player robot is fairly simple because of the
huge benefits of leJOS in this case. Like with the autonomous robots
all code had to be put into one thread because the synchronization
feature of leJOS did not work correctly, but since the player robot is
much simpler this was only a minor problem. The source code for
the program can be found on the enclosed CD. The files needed are
DDHammerBot.java and BotUils.java.

8.6

Conclusion

As seen in the previous sections leJOS proved to be both good and bad
when implementing the code. The problems may seem rather serious
but compared to the alternative, using a low level language they are
actually rather small. Using leJOS allows the programmer to focus on
the larger details and to quickly test many different approaches. The
most important parts of leJOS, the sensor and motor classes, work
very well. This is probably because all users of leJOS have used these
at some point and their feedback has helped the development. Other
classes, like the random class, seem to be there to make leJOS “look
more like regular JAVA” and one should remember them as possible
sources of bugs if something is not working as intended.
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The PC game controller
The game will be centered around a PC base. This PC will have an
IR tower connected, to control the robots, and a DACTA70909 will
be connected to control the playfield. The software running on the
PC will include a graphical user interface (GUI) that will serve as an
information panel while playing. The GUI will also be used to configure
different parts of the game. The following sections will discuss the PC
software in detail.

9.1

Architecture

A diagram of the overall architecture of the entire game can be seen in
figure 9.1.
Graphical User Interface

RobotProxy

Physical robot
Infrared
communication
Communication
module

RobotGame
Controller

Physical robot

RobotProxy

Control channel

Playfield

Playfield
sensors and
outputs

Figure 9.1: A simple overview of the architecture of the game.

The figure shows a game with two robots. One being remote controlled by the user, via the GUI, and one autonomous robot that does
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not take commands from other places than the RobotGameController.
9.1.1

RobotGameController

The main part of the game program is the RobotGameController.
The RobotGameController has metods to start and stop a game. It
keeps track of how many robots are in the game, it can report the score
earned and how long a game has been running. The most important
method is checkGameStatus() that is called from other classes when
they think some critical even may have happened. The RobotGameController will then check if other action should be taken based on the
information it has available. This could for example be to end the game
when the player robots health is down to zero.
Normally a central part of a game would be a game model, but in
this case the model would be very simple as the game is using the real
world to “keep track” of whats going on. In fact usually a model is the
first place where something is changed and the model will be the first
“to know” of changes. In this case the RobotGameController is more
a common place to collect all information and it is is usually the “last
to know” of changes. For this reason it was named Controller and not
Model.
The RobotGameController handles overall changes. For example
when a game is about to start it makes sure that all robots are reset
before allowing the game to start.
The RobotGameController know the robots and that there is some
sort of CommunicationModule that enables the RobotGameController
to send out global commands. It is not dependant on a playfield even
though it will add itself as a listener if one is present.
9.1.2

RobotProxy

A lot of information is sent to and received from the robots. For example the GUI will tell the Robot class how to steer the remote controlled robot, and the RobotGameController will ask the enemy robots
how many times it has been hit when calculating scores. All these
method calls would induce terrible latency if every call had to be sent
to the physical robot and back before getting a result. To allow getting
information quickly from robots each robot has a proxy class called
RobotProxy. Each RobotProxy class is used as it was a physical robot.
The RobotProxy class will forward any remote control commands to
the communication module and these will then end up at the physical
robot as soon as the next IR message is sent. Every RobotProxy will
add itself as a listner to the communication module. Whenever new
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data is received the RobotProxy will update the relevant information
to be in the same state as the physical robot.
9.1.3

CommunicationModule

The deails of the actual communication module works as described in
chapter 6. Here it is sufficient to mention that the communication module allows for the RobotProxy and the RobotGameController classes to
contribute to the contents of the outgoing messages. When incoming
messages are received the communication module will notify its listners
and thereby allowing them to check if the incoming message is any use
to them.
9.1.4

Playfield

The playfield for the game is rather simple. It works as a standalone
part of the game that does not take orders from any other place. When
something happens that can be sensed by the playfield it will notify its
listeners1 . In this game the playfield uses a DACTA70909 control box
to gather information about hits to the stationary targets. The details
of this controller can be found in appendix F.
9.1.5

Graphical user interface

The graphical user interface(GUI) that is supposed to be seen by the
player has allready been described in section 7.3 about the playfields
information display. In addition to this information display the GUI
contains other parts that can be used to change settings in the game.
The other windows also help with information that can be usefull when
setting up the game or to identify problems while the game is running.
The Debug Play pane can be seen in figure 9.2. It shows basically
the same information as the playfield’s display, but also shows which
of the control keys are pressed. It also features extra buttons to force
the game to start or end even though synchronization of the robots
have not been completed. These buttons were usefull when testing the
game and other situations where the correct scores where not needed.
The second pane, seen in figure 9.3, is used to select which robot
is controlled by the PC. This can be usefull when some of the robots
need to be moved and one does not want to do this by touching the
robot.
1

In the current game the RobotGameController is the only class that adds itself as a
listener.
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Figure 9.2: The debug play part of the GUI.

Figure 9.3: Settings page 1.

Figure 9.4: Transmission settings.
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The transmission settings pane, seen in figure 9.4, will allow a user
to set the timings used by the communication module. These settings
can be changed while the game is running. This is sometimes helpfull
to ensure working communication in situations where ambient lighting
interferes a lot with the game communication. The lower part of the
window calculates a quality of the IR link according to how many
requests have correct replies. This allows quicker setup of the game
when, for example, experimenting with placement of the IR tower.
The debug info pane, seen in figure 9.5, shows some information from

Figure 9.5: Tab with debugging information.

the playfield sensors, so they can be tested quickly when setting up
the game. It also shows the transmission quality in more detail. To
the right the information stored in the robot proxies. The log window

Figure 9.6: Tab containing the log of important messages.

show in figure 9.6 keeps a log of important events. It can be used to
backtrack problems while the game is running.
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As it can be seen most of the GUI handles things that has nothing
to do with the actual game play. Having easy acess to the various
settings, the readouts of transmission quality and other information
was an invaluable help when deploying the game at different locations.

9.2

Modularity

The basic idea behind the layout of the classes is that every class should
be replaceable to a high degree. For example there is no limits to how
many robots or GUI’s that the game can contain.
For example one could create an extra GUI for another player robot,
for example with another control system. This GUI could then easily
be tied to an extra remote controlled robot, and hereby enable support
for multiple players. In fact this could be done simply by creating the
GUI and adding two lines of code to the existing program.
Figure 9.7 shows how easy it would be to set up such a game. The
code in the figure would actually work if one chose to implement the
JoystickControlledGUI class.
The playfield can be changed very easily as it is a stand alone part
of the game. The game controller simply assumes that a playfield is
something that sometimes report that the player has received some
points.
Also even if the communication module and/or the playfield is not
functioning properly the game is still able to start. Without the communication module this is not much fun though, since no robots will be
driving anywhere, but it still shows how loosely coupled the different
classes are.
This loosely coupled system has been chosen to allow easy debugging and to make it easier to replace the different parts of the game in
case some new technology or posibilites would become available.

9.3

Conclusion

The whole PC part of the game was coded in standard JAVA with the
addition of a few classes from leJOS to control the tower. A controller
was created for the DACTA70909 control box. As it can be seen in
appendix F the controller is based on the JAVA Communications API.
The API is available for Windows and Linux and several others,[Com].
The leJOS part on the PC is fairly easy to use. A few system
variables has to be set up and a few additional files have to be added
to JAVA’s classpath. When this is done one can use the IR tower very
easily. Appendix A describes how leJOS takes care of all the low level
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// Create a playfield
pf = new Playfield();
// Create a communication module
comm = new SerialCommModule();
// Create the game controller
gc = new RobotGameController(comm, pf);
// Create a robot proxy for each physical robot
RobotProxy player1 = new RobotProxy((byte)0, "Player1", comm, gc);
RobotProxy player2 = new RobotProxy((byte)1, "Player2", comm, gc);
RobotProxy enemy1 = new RobotProxy((byte)2, "Bug1", comm, gc );
// Add the robots into the game
gc.addBot(player1);
gc.addBot(player2);
gc.addBot(enemy1);
// Add a gui to control the player robot
gui = new DebugGUI("Robotgame", gc);
gui.setBotToControl(player1);
// Add another gui to control the second player robot
gui2 = new JoystickControlledGUI("Robotgame", gc);
gui2.setBotToControl(player2);
Figure 9.7: The code to set up a simple game.

details with the two different types of IR towers and makes it easy to
switch between the two. The leJOS Tower classes also exist for both
Windows, Linux and a few other platforms, [leJa].
The result is that the game controller software is not limited to one
specific platform, which can be a great help if the game software has
to be moved to another type of system.
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Chapter 10

A first user evaluation
During the school fall holiday the Steno Museum, [Ste], hosted teknikLEG, [Tek]. Teknik-LEG is an event where children, off all ages, can
come and play with technology. Among other things there was a room
devoted to building LEGO robots. Even though the robot game was
not completely finished at this time this was an obvious posibility to
test it out. The purpose of the test was to answer the following questions:
1. Will people understand that its a game or will they think of it as
a remote controlled car?
2. Will people see the bugs as fun enemies or just stupid robots?
3. Can the game run for a long time without any problems?
4. Is the latency from a controlkey is pressed to the robot reacts so
slow that it will ruin the gameplay?

10.1

The setting

This section will describe how the game was set up and how people got
to play the game.
10.1.1

The playfield and surroundings

The game was set up on a table in the middle of the room. The laptop
to control the game was also placed on the table and the LEGO IR
tower was fixed in a good spot above the playfield.
The setting was not very test friendly seen in the typical sense that
everything is controlled and measured. For example the room was filled
with other LEGO robots where the object was to “play as much as you
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like” and this caused some problems with some spectators that did not
understand that a game was going on. Instead they would pick up the
the robots, push the buttons (often resulting in a turned off robot) and
place them somewhere else. This was of course not fun if someone was
playing the game at the same time. At other times it was very good
because stuck robots could be moved by helpfull spectators or get a
quick repair while the game was running.
10.1.2

Getting people to play

People could come and go, watch the game, and play it if it was not
allready in use. Since the game was just one of many things to do at
the museum there was no ways of “forcing” people to play. Some of the
children simply tried for a few seconds and then ran off to do something
else. Also if the game was being played by someone else people often
continued on to other activites.
During the test the game was played by 18 to 20 different people.
Some of them played for very long and others for a very short while.
Sometimes two persons would help each other. One controlling the
movements, and the other controlling the hammer.

10.2

Comments and observations

Since the game was played by very different people its difficult to give
any real results. The information in this section is based on observations and not based on questionares or other scientific ways of measureing.
10.2.1

Perception of the robots

The autonomous robot bugs performed good. Many people commented
on how funny they were and one even said that she thought the bug
robots acted like real animals. Some of the girls did not really see them
as enemies but were instead very carefull with the bug robots, almost
treating them like cute rabbits when the “poor things” got stuck.
10.2.2

Effects of age

The game seemed to work fairly well for all the children that tried
it. Their age was from about eight to about fourteen. A few older
children did not want to play. When adults tried to play it was usually
only for a few seconds. It seemed that the adults wanted to test the
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functionality, but did not want to take the playing time away from the
children.
The age of the players seemed to relate directly to how well they
understood what was going on. Some of the smaller children did not
really understand much, and some of them even failed to understand
when something was clearly wrong and even tried to continue playing
even if the player robot had fallen completely apart. Some of them
were also stopped by their parents when the robots started to make
too many sounds of LEGO gears grinding against each other. These
sounds were usually heard when the robot had been driven into the
bounds of the table, and the player did not understand how to drive it
back out.
Older children focused more on the data on the screen and complained when the scores were not updated quicky enough or when the
robots did not do as they wanted. The oldest children had no problems at all with the, compared to computer games, slow response of
the control. Actually some of them left the game because it was “way
too easy”.
Basically it seemed that the higher the age of a child the less time
they wanted to play, ultimately ending with the ones that did not want
to play. Either because it was too “childish” to play or because the
game was not very fun in the long run.
The older children clearly saw the setup as a game while smaller
children probably just like the fact that they could remote control something.
10.2.3

Boys vs. girls

There was a clear difference between boys and girls. The boys were
quick to both force their way through the crowd and play the game
without any instructions. The older boys also started quickly to ask
questions about how to win and also to “complain” about things, for
example missing scores. Apart from this they did not really show any
emotions about if they liked the game or not. When the autonomous
robots had problems the typical boy approach was to “attack” it as
a weak enemy, and sometimes even push it even futher out of the
playfield.
Girls on the other hand only wanted to play the game when no one
was around or if they were persuaded into playing. When playing the
game they had no problems at all and did not play better or worse
than the boys. It seemed like they played the game in a different way
with more focus on the fun and less focus on getting high scores. For
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example they would help robots that got stuck and bring them back
into the playfield.

10.3

Technical problems

During the test a lot of techincal problems were discovered. This section describes them in detail.
10.3.1

Hardware problems

The laptops available did not have any serial ports. This made it
impossible to use the extra functionality added in the active playfield.
The playfield was still under construction so in reality this was perhaps
a minor problem.
10.3.2

The autonomous robots

Batteries had to be changed often because of the heavy use of the
game. The motors on the robots combined with the new batteries were
strong enought to the wheels spin on the surface instead of stopping.
This gave rise to problems with the collision detection that was based
on readings of the batterylevel. So even when the robot could not move
the program did not notice any difference in the battery level.
Not all robots had the batteries changed at the same time. When
a robot with new batteries entered the game it would usually push
the other robots around, making it seem very agressive. Most people
thought this was quite fun to look at, and not many noticed it as an
error.
The shield sensor on the autonomous robots functioned perfectly,
without any real false positives. The only problem was when players
hit the bugs in places where it was not very sensitive, for example on
the RCX IR port that was sticking up through the shield.
10.3.3

Bricks falling apart

A big problem with the robots was that the LEGO bricks fell apart.
Especially the robot wheels fell off quite often. The bricks did also get
slightly twisted when used for a long periods of time. This caused big
problems for the player robot that used a rotation sensor to figure out
when the hammer was back in the top position. The solution was to
quickly recode the routine handling the hammer, making it rise back
up using a simple timeout instead of measuring the rotation sensor.
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Problems with infrared communication

In the beginning there were problems with the signal from the tower to
the RCX’es even though the distance was not very long. We found out
that this was because of interference with the many other IR-towers
used in the room. When the game tower was set to long range it was
possible to control robots all over the table.
Because of the way the communication works and because there was
a lot of interference from other IR sources the scores would not update
very fast. This was a problem to some children that complained when
they did not get points from hitting the bug robots. Telling that the
scores would be correct some seconds later did not really seem very
satisfactory to them.
For some unknown reason all the robots where completely reset
twice during the test. This might have been because they received
a “clear firmware command” from other IR-towers in the room. This
command is sent every time new firmware is loaded into an RCX, [Pro].
Since the other experiments in the room also used RCX’s and many
program transfers were done this could have caused the problem.
10.3.5

Problems with the setup

The table was a bit too high which made it difficult for some smaller
children to play. Since they had to stand in font of the laptop, the
laptop screen was blocking the view to the playfield. A better solution
would probably be a lower table and only a standard keyboard. The
screen displaying scores could then be put a little out of the way.
Sometimes the autonomous robots got stuck on the playfield unable
to move. This was mostly because players were pushing them outside
the playfield using the player robot. This can be avoided by building
proper walls around the playfield. At other times the robots got stuck
on the cardboard pieces that was used as the playfield floor. The cardboard had been bent during transportation and storage so a solution
would be to get new pieces and build a new floor.

10.4

Conclusion

The above questions were answered, though not all had a positive outcome.
1. The game was understood as a game, at least by the children that
were old enough to play other kinds of games. Not all the time
the game was used as a game though. Some children simply had
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fun because it was fun to drive one robot around and hit other
robots. Perhaps the final game should have some sort of “free
drive” mode for the children who are not interested in getting
high scores.
2. The comments about the robot enemies were good. Not often
were they refered to as robots but rather as enemies or bugs. Most
people liked the robot bugs and there were not many comments
about them not working or performing badly.
3. The game was unable to run for longer lengths of time. The
robots fell apart very often. Most often the wheels would slowly
twist their way off the axels. These problems can be solved by
building stronger robots and perhaps adding some glue to hold
the critical pieces together.
4. The latency in the controls seemed not to be a problem and most
of the children were much better players than expected. Some
children were “allmost too good” to control the robots.
All in all the test was a success measured in what was learned. The
experience helped improve the game to be more prepared for the later
tests.
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A second user evaluation
When the game was considered finished a second test was made. The
test had three purposes:
1. To see if the game was fun to play.
2. To measure the quality of the technical details in a live setting
over a longer time period. Technical problems should be allmost
non existant at this point but if any exist they will clearly show
in such a test.
3. To get some response from players about what was good and bad
about the game.

11.1

The setting

The setting for this test was better than the previous test at the Steno
Museum. A special table was set up for the game. This table had
wodden borders and also had a structure above the playfield that could
be used to mount the IR-tower. A new base for the robots to drive
around on was created to make the surface as perfect as possible. An
extra keyboard was connected to the PC to move the focus away from
the PC and onto the playfield. This had the added benefit of making
it easier for the spectators to see the information on the PC screen.
Figure 11.1 and 11.2 show pictures of the test setup.

11.2

Players

A group of 8 children from Fritidshjem Bodøgården was invited to
play the game. The children were from seven to ten years old. This
age range was chosen to get children that would know the competitive
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Figure 11.1: The playfield. The PC controlling the game can be seen almost
out of the picture to the left and the keyboard just in front of the main
playfield.

Figure 11.2: The better position of the PC made it easy for spectators to
see the information on the screen.
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element of gaming but still also able to focus on an element of “play”.
Some of the children were used to play games on a PC and others were
more used to playing on game consoles.

11.3

The test

The complete test took about two hours. The first hour was spent on
letting the children take turns playing the game. The next hour was
spent away from the game to get some feedback from them about the
game. During the feedback session some of the children got a little
bored and went back to playing the game on their own.
A little test run was done first to adjust the amount of “health”
that the player robot had. At first the setting would allow the robot
to be hit ten times which was clearly too little. After increasing it to
100 the game did only rarely end because of hits on the player robot.
The conclusion was that this new value was too high, but it was not
adjusted down because the children seemed to focus very much on how
much “life” they had and started complaining about the game being
unfair if the value was adjusted down. The result was that almost all
games lasted the full four minutes that the game time was set to.

11.4

Observations during the play session

11.4.1

Controling the game

The new setup of the playfield with the extra keyboard worked perfectly. Instead of focusing on the screen, the children were spending
most of their time looking at the robots. The control of the robot
worked fine for most children even though they seemed to be divided
in two groups.
One group consisted of children that were used to playing games on
a PC with a keyboard. They would often use 3 fingers on one hand
to steer the robot and the other hand to control the hammer, just like
many computer games are set up to be controlled. This made them
able to press more than one key at a time, and thus utilize the full
potential of the player robot by both steering and hammering at the
same time without moving their fingers much.
The other group consisted of children that were more used to playing
on consoles using joysticks or other kinds of special controllers. These
children were often only using one finger to steer the robot. This not
only made it slower to steer the robot, but also made it impossible
for them to use steering combinations like for example going forward
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while turning. A few of the children even used the same hand, for
both steering and activating the hammer, which made them practically
unable to hit anything at all.
The children used to playing on a PC scored remarkably more points
than the other children, and for them the game seemed allmost too easy.
For the other group it seemed like the control of the robot was plenty
to keep them busy and they were unable to spend much time getting
points.
11.4.2

Understanding the game

The goals of the game were understood immediatly by the children
after a short introduction, and during the game it was clear that they
knew what was going on. The room that the game was being played in
was fairly quiet and it was not a problem to hear the sounds from the
robots. The sounds and the special movements of the robots made the
game easier to understand and also made some of the children touch
the robots just to activate the different effects.
11.4.3

Cooperation

In the beginning of the test session the children played very much
alone like in typical games where interference from other people is not
a good thing. Later on in the session the spectators started more and
more to help the player. For example when a robot was broken it was
quickly repaired by spectators, and most of the times the specators
were helpfull in showing the player where to go to get to the next
target.
11.4.4

Fun factor

All in all it seemed that the game was played by all children at once
and that they were all having fun at the same time. It was no problem
to keep most of the children entertained for the whole session, even
though a few did run off to draw on some, apparently very interesting,
whiteboards that were placed at the location. When the children had
to leave we had to make a fake breakdown of the game because the
queue of eager players seemed to be never ending.

11.5

Feedback session

After the play session the children were asked to come with any comments and suggestions they had about the game. Mostly the older
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Figure 11.3: One of the spectators is doing a quick repair of a robot while
the game is running.

children had comments but these comments were very good. All children agreed that the game was great fun, but all of them also wanted
more features.
11.5.1

Controls

The children were divided in two. Some had no problems with the PC
keyboard controls and said that they worked ok. Others said that the
controls made the game a bit hard and they would like another kind
of control. Everyone seemed to agree though, that a special joystick or
controller made for the game would be the best.
11.5.2

Difficulty setting

The children said that the game was a little hard to play, and that they
would like some sort of difficulty setting built into it. They wanted to
be able to start out easy and then increase the difficulty later to make
the game more challenging and interesting. The suggestions on how to
make the game more challening were:
• Increased number of bug robots
The children seemed to agree that the more enemies the better.
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• More intelligent bug robots
The children suggested that it would be more fun if the bug robots
could hunt more for the player, and perhaps even work together
in defending the targets or in hunting the player.
• More obstacles on the playfield
Obstacles that the player must drive around were suggested. One
child even suggested that the whole game should be played inside
a maze.
• Faster movement
Some children suggested that the speed of the robots should be
faster to make it more difficult to avoid the bugs.
11.5.3

Multiple players

One child suggested that it should be possible for more than one player
to play at the same time. This lead to several suggestions of how to
improve the game:
• Simple multi-player version
All players should have a hammer robot and the objective should
be to get more points than the other opponents. Players could
also get points for driving into each other.
• Multi-player with different roles
The players should be able to chose which robot they would play,
and could in this way be direct opponents. For example one hammer robot player and several other players controling the bugs.
• Cooperative multi-player
If a player was “killed” or “stunned” it should be posible for the
other players to “rescue” him.
11.5.4

Other game types

A few other game types were suggested:
• Race cars
When realizing that having multiple players was a posibility some
children immediatly suggested a car racing game that should include a large playfield allowing the robot cars to race through laps
against each other. A stock car version was also suggested.
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• Robot soccer
This suggested version of robot soccer should not involve autonomous robots but rather let many human players control all
robots in the teams.
• Shooting
Some children would like to have a shooting game of some sort.
Either robots should “kill” each other by shooting plastic balls
at each other or the game should be some kind of basket ball for
robots.
11.5.5

Other ideas

When asked what they would like if they could wish for anything the
children suggested some ideas that may be a very hard to implement
but are still very interesting:
• Destroyable robots
The purpose of the game should be to destroy the bug robots.
A little more feasable suggestion was to make robots with parts
that can fall off, and quickly be put back on when the game has
to be restarted.
• Robots that can be pushed over
During the play session a robot was pushed so hard that it fell
over. This lead some children to suggest that the purpose of the
game should be to push them over. The next suggestion was that
other robots should be able to help a fallen robot back up.

11.6

Technical problems

During the play session a few technical problems arrised.
11.6.1

IR not working perfectly

The first one was that strong sunlight began to shine through the windows of the building. This made it difficult for the infrared messages
from the RCX’s to get received by the tower. Communication from
the tower to the robots worked perfectly though. The result was that
the synchonization and resetting of robots had to be “forced” through
using the debug buttons mentioned in section 9.1.5 about the graphical
user interface. This made the points gained from hitting the bug robots
a little unfair since they were not always updated correctly. The game
worked perfectly before the strong sunlight appeared so this problem
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should be taken into consideration when choosing the room for any
kind of activities where the functionality of the RCX IR is important.
Overall the IR problems did not ruin the game experience because most
points scored were scored by hitting the stationary targets that do not
rely on IR to transfer the scores.
11.6.2

Player robot stopped responding

A few times the player robot stopped responding to IR commands
even though the program running on it had not crashed completely.
The reason for this behavior could be a faulty RCX as the RCX used
also had a broken display.
11.6.3

Bricks falling off

The castor wheels of the autonomous robots fell of a couple of times.
This wheel is clearly the weakest part of the construction and using
some glue to permanently put it on will probaly stop the problem
from happening again. Compared to the test at the Steno museum,
mentioned in chapter 10, the improved robots were much more sturdy
and did not have any other problems with bricks or wheels falling of.

11.7

Conclusion

The test was a great success. The game was clearly a lot of fun to
play and it did also involve the group as a whole, making them work
together and have a fun time. The technical problems were minor and
did not course any long time breakdowns. Even though it did not course
breakdowns it should be mentioned that the infrared transmission is
definetely the weakest spot in the platform used. In this setup it was
pushed to the limits and it will not work for larger playfields.
Along with these results a lot of good feedback and suggestions were
collected during the feedback session and this information leads to two
specific suggestions that should be considered high priority if one wants
to create an even more successfull game:
1. Multiple players
The multi-player games that were suggested would probably be
even more interesting to test. It is clear that robot games involve
the spectators more than in computer games and it would probably make the game even more fun if the spectators had more
control. Since this functionality is fairly easy to implement to a
certain degree with the Mindstorms platform it should be utilized.
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2. More intelligent robots
The children almost expected the robots to be able to do more
advanced behaviors like for example helping each other, working
together against the player etc. Even though this kind of behavior
may be difficult to create with the Mindstorms platform it should
probably be prioritized higher for future projects.
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Conclusion
All the goals of the thesis have been completed. A selection of robot
entertainment and games have been discussed and the experience from
this has been used to plan and implement a functioning robot game.
The leJOS software development kit was used for this implementation
with great success. Some problems with leJOS were discovered but
compared to the overall usefullness we must conclude that these problems are minor. Some parts of leJOS seem like they are made as a
“technology demo” and their usefullness can be questioned. This goes
for example for the RCXCOMM package that is clearly a very pretty
system, but not very efficient and not geared towards use with more
than one RCX at a time. Other examples are Syncronised objects, the
Random class and the support for subsumption architecture. These
seem like they are made as technology demos and does not seem to
work well when used in real life settings. The documentation in leJOS
is very sparse and could really use some more work. It can sometimes
be a little unclear if the programs fail because of problems with leJOS
or because of bad understanding of how to use the classes. Luckily
leJOS allows one to use all parts of the system as one wants and it is
very easy to implement the needed classes as one wants them to be.
Overall leJOS makes it very easy to make programs that need the basic
functionality of the RCX and this alone could be able to speed up most
robot projects.
The completed game was tested and the results were good. The
game was fun to play and even though more funtionality and challenges
were requested by the players it was possible to keep them entertained
for a longer time than expected. Even though it can not be considered easy to operate and maintain a robot game of this kind without
any technical knowledge, it is possible to get a long way by building
strong robots and creating the right kind of gameplay for the platform
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used. The problems with the platform all arrise from the very poor
communication capabilities that are available in the Mindstorms kit.
If a more reliable and faster way of communication was possible I am
sure that it should be possible to create a game that could fullfill the
expectations of players to the fullest.
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Appendix A

Using leJOS Communication
for robot games
A.1

Introduction

A popular choice for a software development kit(SDK) for the LEGO
Mindstorms RCX is leJOS, [leJa]. The leJOS SDK supports writing
programs in JAVA that can be run on a virtual machine on the RCX.
Since JAVA is a high level language it enables the user to do advanced
things like communication without knowing much about the technical
aspects in the actual transmission. The leJOS API specifies several
different ways to do infrared (IR) communication between the RCX
and the IR tower. This appendix describes some of these and their
properties with the focus being on using leJOS for implementing robot
games.

A.2

Game communication

Since the properties that define good communication are very different
depending on which game and which goals are intended we here chose
to look at games with the following properties.
1. The game will involve more than one robot.
2. The game will be played by human players. This means that one
or several humans will control one or more robots. We are not
looking at robot only games, like for example Robocup, [Roba],
and First LEGO League, [Fir], where the challenging part is coding a completely autonomous robot.
3. The player is in direct control with his robot. This means that if
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the player leaves the controls his robot will not do much on it’s
own. The player will need to direct it’s every move.
4. The game can also include robots that are only controlled by programs. These programs may be run on the robots themselves or
may be run on a PC that then controls the robot by communicating with the robot.
5. The player is not required to know a lot about robotics or the
game’s code or ways of working. For example we can’t assume
that the player will know how to restart or perform maintenance
on the game if it breaks down.
For a game like this to work the communication part is likely to need
the following properties:
• Communication in two directions. Since the player will control his robot directly the communication will need to support
some sort of commands given from the player to the robot. The
other direction is needed for reading the status of the robot, for
example how many times it has hit a wall or simply for the game
to know if the robot is still working.
• Fast communication of remote control messages. The
player will not feel “in control” if his robot responds to commands in a very slow manner. If the game requires precision this
property becomes even more important.
• Stability. If the communication can break down the player might
not notice this and wonder what he is doing wrong. Also it is
a known issue that errors in games makes them less fun. For
example it’s not fun not to be able to play a game because it
simply won’t start or function correctly.
The following properties are not that important:
• Guaranteed delivery of all packets. In a game the “state”,
as in “what is happening right now”, is changing constantly. So if
a packet is lost it might not matter much because the information
in it might be obsolete anyway a very short time later.
• Addressing of packets. If information is broadcasted to all
robots they may all be able to use the information for something
useful. This will not be possible if a lower layer in the protocol has
already deleted the packet because it was not specifically targeted
for the robot. Addressing can always be implemented at higher
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layers where it is needed if the communication method delivers
the data in packets.

A.3

Communication in leJOS

Infrared communication can be done in two ways in leJOS. One way
is using the Serial class which is an older part of the leJOS framework
and the other is using the newer RCXCOMM package.
A.3.1

The RCX ROM and the Serial class

The RCX contains a ROM that is usually used by the original LEGO
firmware. The ROM contains several more or less useful routines.
These can be used by calling them directly. In leJOS this is done
using the ROM class.
The Serial class uses the ROM class to utilize some built in ROM
routines to send and receive data via the IR transceiver. The data is
automatically wrapped into packets following a format normally used
by the RCX.
Packet format

Packets for use with Serial follow a simple format that balances the
number of 1’s and 0’s in a packet. This helps the IR electronics to
compensate for changes in ambient light, [Cap]. This is clearly redundant and “wastes” half the bandwidth that could have been achieved.
LEGO probably chose this format because the RCX is usually sold as a
toy, and that people would not normally know that for example strong
sunlight have a negative effect on the transmission quality. A packet
includes the following:
1. A header (HDR)
The usual header is 3 bytes long and contain the values 0x55, 0xff
and 0x00, but some sources say that 2 bytes is enough and that
any combination of 0xff, 0x55, 0x00 should work, [Pro].
2. Databytes (Dx)
After the header the databytes (Dx) are sent, each one of them
followed by their bitwise inverse.
3. A checksum (CHK)
The package is ended by appending a checksum (CHK) and the
bitwise inverse of the checksum.
HDR

D0

˜D0

...

...
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This packet format will in the rest of this appendix be referred to as
the standard LEGO format.
A little limitation

One should be aware that if the packet is intended for reception by an
RCX the first data byte (D0) must be an opcode for transferring data
or one of several other standard opcodes.
The reason for this is that the ROM routines in the RCX are meant
for use with the original firmware. The original firmware has the option
to remote control the RCX, read sensors and many other things, simply
by sending a command to the IR transceiver. Because of this the ROM
routines take a look at all incoming packets, and try to perform the
actions specified by the opcode. A complete list can be found at RCX
Internals, [Pro]. If these opcodes are not used the RCX ROM might
delete the packet before Serial gets hold of it. This limitation is not
present if the packet is going to be received by a tower connected to a
PC.
A.3.2

The RCXCOMM package

RCXCOMM started out as a project done by the LEGO3 Team at
DTU-IAU, [LEGb]. It has since been improved by different people to
support the USB IR Tower and several new protocols.
The RCXCOMM package provides several different ways of communication and has been designed to work very much like usual TCP/IP
communication in regular JAVA. The RCXCOMM package provide
several different types of ports with different properties. Common for
all ports is that they provide the user with JAVA input and output
streams and thus make it easy to make programs that use communication without needing to know the technical aspects behind the ports.
• RCXPort
This port is the result of the original work done by the LEGO3
Team. It provides guaranteed delivery and error free transmission
of data. When the two communicating parties are not within
range it buffers the data and continues sending when the two
communicating parties get within range again.
• RCXLNPPort
This port uses the legOS Network Protocol, [bri]. It does not
support guaranteed delivery but does ensure that data is not duplicated or corrupted.
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• RCXLNPAddressingPort
This is an enhanced version of the RCXLNPPort that supports
addressing. The addresses consist of a 4 bit host name and a 4
bit port number. Unfortunately it is not possible to create more
than one port per host. This means that only two communicating parties can talk to each other at a time. For example if a PC
is used to receive data from two different RCX’s the port would
have to be closed and reopened when changing RCX. While communicating with one RCX, data sent from the other one will be
lost.
• RCXF7Port
This port sends messages using the standard LEGO format.
Packet format

The protocols used are a bit different among the different port implementations. A basic description would be that a packet consist of the
following:
1. An opcode(OP)
The opcode is also used as a header. For some of the ports the opcode contains information about if the packet is addressed or not,
if the package is an acknowledge packet. Other implementations
even use the opcode as a one bit sequence number.
2. A length field(LGT)
This byte describes the length of the packet.
3. A destination field(DST)
A byte where the four most significant bits contain the host number who is supposed to receive the packet, and the four least significant bits specify a port number. Only the LNPAddressingPort
uses this field.
4. A source field(SRC)
A byte where the four most significant bits contain the host number who sent the packet. The four least significant bits specify a
port number. Only the LNPAddressingPort uses this field.
5. A number of data bytes(Dx)
These bytes contain the actual data in the packet.
6. A checksum(CHK)
A value calculated from the data bytes.
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D1
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Dx
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An exception is the RCXF7Port which uses a packet format like the
standard LEGO format, using the 0xF7 opcode as the first data byte.
A problem with RCXCOMM

The original RCXCOMM project was only intended to be used with one
tower and one RCX, and many of the new improvements also only support a single RCX and a single IR-Tower. This is because the LEGO3
Team chose to use acknowledge packets(ACK) to reply to messages to
ensure that data get though, but didn’t use addressing of hosts. While
this is perfect for the use in their project it does not work when more
than two communicating parties try send each other messages.
Since the messages usually are not addressed the sending of ACK
replies leads to problems. Because the tower may receive many ACK’s
to a single broadcast it can never be completely sure about if the packets actually got through. On the RCX side a lot of messages might
have been lost but ACK’s to the messages might have been sent from
other RCX’s, so the end result is often that the RCX’s are still waiting
for more data, but the tower does not send any because it thinks that
all has been delivered properly.

A.4

Architecture

Figure A.1 shows the architecture of the communication framework
available in leJOS. The figure is divided into 3 columns. To the left
is the Serial class, which is so closely connected to the RCX ROM
routines that the two should be seen as one. In the middle is the RCXCOMM package. (Here represented by RCXLNPAddressingPort which
is the most advanced of the RCXCOMM ways of communication.) The
corresponding OSI layers are indicated to the right. Notice that the
network and session layers are not used.
The marked components indicate that these cannot be changed.
The clear components can be changed simply by programming new
versions. It should be noted though, that changing LLC and the drivers
for the operating system is probably not something that a usual Java
programmer would do.
A.4.1

The physical layer

At the physical layer there are two options. The Hitachi serial communication interface and the use of a tower. Both options wraps databits
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Figure A.1: The architechture of leJOS communication.

into a frame of the following format:
1. A startbit
2. 7 or 8 databits.
3. A parity bit of odd or even parity. This bit can also be omitted.
4. One or two stopbits.
These settings can be changed both on the RCX and on the tower, but
the usual setting is 8 databits, a paritybit of odd parity and a single
stopbit. This means that a single frame is 11 bits long.
The Hitachi serial communication interface

The RCX brick is controlled by a Hitachi H8/3292 processor, [Cap].
This processor has an on chip serial communication interface which
can be used for several different uses. In the RCX it is connected to
a simple circuit enabling infrared reception and transmission. The IR
circuit handles the conversion from infrared light into bits, and the
Hitachi serial communication interface collects these bits into bytes.
Since the Hitachi serial communications interface combined with the
IR circuit provides complete bytes to the upper layers they can be seen
as both the physical layer and a lower part of the data link layer, [Sta00,
p.52].
The RCX IR messages are transmitted using a 2400 baud signal
rate. Since the RCX does not use quadrature amplitude modulation 1 or
1
A commonly used technique used to encode more than one bit of information into
each signal. For example a 2400 bps modem might transmit at 600 baud. For a complete
explanation see [Sta00, p. 161] & [Wikg]
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other data compression techniques the 2400 baud equals a transmission
speed of 2400 bits/sec. This equals a theoretical limit of:
2400 bits/sec.
≈ 218 bytes/sec.
11 bits/byte
Increasing this limit can be done by increasing the baud rate. The
baud rate can set by changing the appropriate timers and registers in
the Hitachi processor. This is for example used by the leJOS firmware
download program that can be set to use 4800 baud. Increasing the
baud rate makes the signal very sensitive to ambient light and communicating at this speed only works when there is a very short distance,
usually a few inches, between the RCX and the tower.
The leJOS API does not specify any ways of increasing the baud
rate, and increasing the baud rate for communication should probably
not be considered an option. Most robot games will require long distances of communication so increasing the baud will most often course
problems.
The tower

For communication from and to a PC two different towers are available.
The oldest type is connected to the PC using a RS232 port. Usually
referred to as the serial port. A newer type is connected to a USB port.
Basically the two towers work the same way. The RS232 tower is
somewhat more difficult to use at the hardware level, because it echoes
everything it sends back as received bytes. This means that one has to
filter these echoed bytes out to see what is actually received. The USB
tower does not have this problem but can not be used directly at the
hardware level because the use of USB is usually closely connected to
the operating system on the PC.
Seen from leJOS the two types of towers work the same way, since
leJOS hides the differences between them. Both of them provides complete bytes to upper layers and can also be seen as a lower part of the
data link layer.
The leJOS Tower class can also function at a higher level. It can
send and receive packets in the standard LEGO format, and used this
way it works like the Serial class which will be described later.
A.4.2

Data link layer

The data link layer tries to make the connection reliable and should
provide higher layers with error free communication, [Sta00, p.52]. This
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is done very differently in the two before mentioned paths, Serial and
RCXCOMM.
Serial and the RCX ROM

When sending the RCX ROM routines takes care of the creation of
packets, adding headers and checksums and the inverse bytes. Everything is handled the other way around by the ROM routines when
receiving. The serial class does not ensure that packets get through
and does not use acknowledge packets. One can compare it to the
UDP service of the TCP/IP protocol, [Sta00, p.644], and seen this way
the RCX ROM and the serial class represent the layers from the data
link layer up to and including the session layer of the OSI stack.
Since Serial uses ROM calls into the RCX ROM it does not exist
on the PC. Instead one must use the Tower class.
RCXCOMM data link layers on the RCX

LLC is the lowest layer in the RCXCOMM package. It is composed of
interrupt driven code running directly on the Hitachi processor. This
code is run every time a complete byte is available from the Hitachi
serial communication interface. The incoming bytes are copied into a
buffer with space for 64 bytes. When sending LLC also uses interrupts
and its job simply consists of feeding the Hitachi processor with a new
byte every time an interrupt is called.
One level up is a packet handler. On the figure this is the LNPHandler. The packet handler runs as a thread on the leJOS VM and periodically empties the buffer in LLC. The bytes received are passed on to
an integrity handler. When sending a pointer to the packet is simply
passed on to LLC.
Above the packet handler is the integrity handler. On the figure
this is the LNPIntegrityHandler. The integrity handler handles lengths
and checksums on packets. Incoming packets are checked and outgoing
packets get a length field and a checksum added to them. Some of
the ports provided in RCXCOMM use acknowledge packets. In these
cases the integrity handler will deal with the sending and reception of
acknowledge packets.
RCXCOMM data link layers on the PC

On the PC the data link layer consists of the lower parts of RCXCOMM. The packet handler which in the figure is represented by
LNPHandler exists in a different version for the PC. It functions in
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the same way as the RCX counterpart but instead of getting bytes
from LLC it gets them from the Tower class. The integrity handler is
the same on the RCX and the PC.
A.4.3

Network layer

Since RCX uses infrared signals through air the communication in
leJOS can be classified as a direct link via unguided media setup, [Sta00,
p.69]. This means that the signals reach the recipient without the need
of routers, switches or any other network equipment. When there are
no routers or switches there are no tasks to perform for a network layer,
and seen this way leJOS does not have one.
A.4.4

Transport layer

The transport layer provides data exchange between end systems, [Sta00,
p.52]. The only class in leJOS that supports this is the LNPAddressing port, because it actually has the means to give a host a “name” in
the form of a host number. The other types of communication assume
that there are only two communicating parties. For addressing ports
the packets are passed from the LNPIntegrityHandler on to an addressing handler, for unaddressed ports this layer is skipped. On the figure
the address handler is LNPAddressingHandler which filters packets so
that only packets intended for the port are allowed through. For outgoing packets the LNPAddressingHandler adds source and destination
information to the packet.
A.4.5

Session layer

The session layer is commonly unused by many forms of communication, [Sta00, p.53], and the leJOS communication is one of them. In
leJOS the communication facilities are very basic and do not need the
advanced options provided by a session layer.
A.4.6

Application and presentation layer

The top class of the RCXCOMM package is the actual port type. In
the figure this is the LNPAddressingPort. This layer provides the application layer with JAVA data streams, thus enabling the application
to easily send and receive data without knowing about the underlaying
system with packets, ACK’s etc.
The presentation and application layers in leJOS will usually consist
of the program that the user wants to run on the RCX/PC and will
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depend on which of the underlaying architectures is chosen. The two
layers will usually be thought of as one because most communication
on the RCX is done dealing with bits and bytes, and thus there’s not
really any presentation functionality. Some of the input and output
streams can send integers but these are not real java integers but bytes
converted to integers. The 24 high order bits of the integer are thrown
away when reading or writing, so if one needs to send integers bigger
than 255 one must code the functionality into the application. This
means that one can either think of the two layers as one, or just accept
that there is no presentation layer at all.

A.5

The test setup

To test the practical use of the different communication possibilities
a remote control program was created for the PC. The program was
designed with the intension that the remote controlled robot should
receive messages at a steady state.
These messages should hold a singular command telling what the
robot is supposed to do. For example when the user presses keys for forward and left at the same time the message sent could be “Go forward
while turning a little left”. The robot should then do this immediately
and continue “going forward and left” until a new message is received.
When the user does not do anything a command should say “Do nothing” and the robot should stop all motors. In this simple test setup
a single byte was used for holding the state. 4 bits in the byte was
set according to the arrow keys pressed on the keyboard. A fifth bit
was used to indicate that the robot should send a status reply while
performing the action set by the other 4 bits.
Since some of the protocols do not guarantee delivery of data, the
messages need to be sent more than once to increase chances that
some of them arrive. Lost data does not matter much if the program
is repeatedly sending commands since the robot might pick up a new
message (perhaps holding the same information) a short time later. If
messages are sent often the user will probably not notice if a few of the
messages are lost. Many of the messages will contain the same actions,
but this does not have a negative effect since the messages contain a
single state and not sequences of actions.
The speed of communication was tested by comparing a counter on
the PC, which showed how many remote control messages were sent,
with one on the RCX that showed how many remote control messages
were received. This was done to make sure that messages were actually
sent and not lost during transmission. Timing the receive counter
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showed how many successful remote control messages were actually
being sent.
The transmission speed tests were done with the Tower and the
RCX at a close range, so that the number of transmission errors could
be minimized.
A diagram of the testprogram can be seen in figure A.2 on the next
page. The different classes can be described as:

Figure A.2: JAVA Class diagram of the test program.

A.5.1

RemoteControl

A simple main class that spawns a new RemoteControlModel. It also
creates the communication module specified in the arguments passed
via the commandline, but does not use the communication module for
anything, it just passes it on to the RemoteControlModel.
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RemoteControlModel

The model that contains the core of the remote control. It holds a few
variables and implements getters and setters for these.
• commandState holds the command that should currently be
passed onto the robot.
• isTransmitting a flag that shows when the IR transceiver is
being used. It is set from the CommandSender and is only used
by the GUI for debugging purposes.
• packagesSent A counter counting the number of remote control
messages that have been sent. Placed here so the GUI can access it. It is used to check the transmission quality. (A similar
counter is placed in the robot for recording how many messages
are received.)
• rcxStatus A number representing the status of the RCX. In this
simple test it does not really have a purpose, but it is set when
status messages are sent from the RCX to the PC.
A.5.3

RemoteControlGUI

The RemoteControlGUI handles communication with the user. It reads
the keyboard for keypresses and displays information. The GUI used
for the tests contained some items to help with debugging. For example it had arrows showing which of the direction keys on the PC
keyboard were held down. It displayed a number indicating the type
of commandState, and indicator telling if something was being sent
at the moment. It also displayed the packagesSent counter with the
number of commands sent to the robot. Replies from the robots were
simply output to the standard console window, but could just as well
have been a part of the GUI.
A.5.4

CommandSender

A thread that runs at a specified interval to send commands to the
robot. If the interval is set lower than the communcation module can
handle the CommandSender will try to send as often as possible. CommandSender contains two methods, pause() and unPause(), that can
be used to pause the sending of messages.
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A.5.5

StatusReceiver

A thread that runs at a specified interval to request status messages
from the robot, and handles reception of these. For some of the low
level communication modules the StatusReceiver use the pause methods in CommandSender to stop sending of commands while listening
for incoming status messages.
A.5.6

CommunicationModule

CommunicationModule is an abstract class that specifies that a communication module should contain methods for sending and receiving
messages.
A.5.7

LLCTowerCommunicationModule

This communication module uses the Tower class to send messages
intended for reception by a RCX program that uses LLC directly for
IR communication.
A.5.8

LNPPortStream-CommunicationModule

This module uses RCXLNPPorts to do communication with a RCX
that also uses RCXLNPPorts.
A.5.9

LNPAddressingPortStream-CommunicationModule

This module uses RCXLNPAddressingPorts to do communication with
a RCX that also uses RCXLNPAddressingPorts. An RCXLNPAddressingPort needs to have a hostnumber and a portnumber set. For the
purpose of this test these numbers were hard coded into the program.
A.5.10

SerialTower-CommunicationModule

This module uses the Tower class to send messages intended for reception by a RCX program that is using the Serial class. This is done by
wrapping the data into a packet with an opcode for data transfer.

A.6

A change to the test setup

Because some of the communication methods provide JAVA streams
they do not really need the two classes CommandSender and StatusReceiver. Because the use of these classes might course unnecessary
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latency a simpler version of the test program was written. In the simpler version the JAVA streams were used directly as they are intended.
The results from these tests are added to the results where they are
appropriate.

A.7
A.7.1

Test results
RCXPort

Usability in games

Because the protocol ensures that data get through is was not tested,
as this way of communicating increases overhead in packets and is not
needed for game purposes. Also the problem mentioned above with
ACK’s is a problem with the use of more than one RCX.
A.7.2

RCXLNPPort

Transmission speed

Using the RCXLNPPort the remote control program was able to send
5 one byte commands per second to the car. This gives a response
time of 200 msec. This is not very fast compared to computer games,
but might be fast enough for a robot game. One good property of
RCXLNPPorts is that reception of bytes from the RCX to the tower
does not have a big effect on the rate at which commands can be sent
to the RCX. When using the changed test setup the transmission speed
was increased to 8 one byte commands per second.
Usability in games

The use of streams makes it impossible to use more than two communicating parties. A few simple tests revealed that if more than one
RCX or tower is sending at a time the bytes from each of the senders
get mixed at random in the input stream of the recipient. It would
not matter much if it was possible to ensure that bytes always arrived
in “packets”. The output streams support the methods write(byte[] b)
and write(byte[] b, int off, int len) that inserts an array of bytes into the
stream, and one could assume that the data would be sent as complete
packets.2 This is clearly not the idea behind streams, and simple tests
also show that the bytes get mixed up like using the normal write(byte
b) method. The RCXLNPPort would be fine if the “packet” used in
2

The documentation is not really clear on this.
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the game was only one byte large, but it seems almost impossible to fit
addressing or other advanced information into a single byte.
A.7.3

RCXLNPAddressingPort

Transmission speed

The RCXLNPAddressingPort runs at the same speed as RCXLNPPorts
with about 5 one byte messages a second on the first test setup and 8
one byte messages on the changed test setup.
Usability in games

The addressing functionality is not complete in the current version of
RCXLNPAddressingPort. It is only possible to communicate between
2 parties because it is only possible to open one port per host. Some
uses could benefit from this strange sort of addressing. For example
two setups with a total of 4 RCX’s, that had to be placed very close
to each other could use the same “airspace” for their IR messages and
still communicate in pairs.
Fixing the RCXLNPAddressingPort

To overcome the limits of only one RCXLNPAddressingPort per host
the reason for this limitation was investigated on the PC side. The
result was that the reason for the unusual behavior can be found in the
LNPHandler. The constructor in LNPHandler creates a new Tower
object. Since this can only be done once, and since every RCXLNPAddressingPort need its own LNPHandler, subsequent attempts to create
more RCXLNPAddressingPorts will fail.
With some small changes to LNPHandler and RCXLNPAddressingPort it was possible to get the addressing to work as intended. This
destroys the fine layered structure in RCXCOMM and again shows
that most of the leJOS communication methods are written for only
“one tower and one RCX” uses. The changed version enables the use
of one PC communicating with 15 RCX’es, but none of the RCX’s can
communicate directly with another RCX. Unfortunately when communicating with more than one RCX, the communication slows down. A
test was done with one tower and two RCX’es. Instead of just sending
messages to one RCX the PC would send different messages to each of
the RCX’s. Only 1-2 messages were received per second for each robot.
This slow transmission speed made the RCXLNPAddressingPort completely unusable for robot games.
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LLC

Transmission speed

The transmission speed that can be achieved using LLC directly will
depend a lot on the code written to send, receive and decode packets.
Since LLC allows the programmer to create packets just as he wishes he
can create packets that do not contain an equal number of 0’s and 1’s.
This could double the transmission speed compared to the standard
LEGO format. But since the IR electronics use the number of 0’s and
1’s to compensate for changes in ambient light[Cap], this might lead to
lost packets.
The simple attempt done in this test did not balance the signal
and did also perform quite badly. 75% of all packets were lost during
transmission.
Usability in games

With LLC it is possible to send whatever one wants since the class is so
closely connected to the IR hardware. This enables some possibilities
but also requires more advanced programming to make things work.
For example one can create a packet format with very little overhead,
or one with extra information that could be used to repair corrupted
packets. All coding for this would have to be done from scratch which
probably does not appeal to most users.
A.7.5

Serial

Transmission speed

The serial class is very fast compared to the earlier described classes.
Using the above remote control program it was able to send 12-13
five byte commands per second3 . Two way communication is a bit
of a problem when using serial since it does not include any form of
collision detection. The program has to know when data is going in
what direction. For example it needs to stop sending when it knows
that it is soon supposed to receive.
The module written to send to the serial class uses a 17 byte long
packet to send 5 data bytes including the opcode. This amounts to 204
bytes being sent per second. This places the performance of the Serial
class very close to the theoretical maximum of 218 bytes/sec.
3

Actually the data part of packets included 6 bytes, but the first byte was set to 0x05
in all packets, because this is one of the opcodes for data transfer.
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Usability in games

The serial class sends data in packets which works nicely for games of
the type described above. Addressing can easily be added by using a
data byte for address information, and still the multi casting properties
can be utilized at the same time.
A.7.6

RCXF7Port

Usability in games

The RCXF7Port transmit data using the same protocol as the Serial
class, but since RCXF7Port is part of RCXCOMM it provides JAVA
streams to the user. Unfortunately the protocol is not really fit to do
such a task because data may get duplicated or lost. The author of
RCXF7Port actually tells in the documentation that the port is not
very good. Because of this, the RCXF7Port is probably the worst
choice for game use.

A.8

Conclusion

None of the communication methods provided in leJOS are very good
for games. The best choice would probably be the Serial class, but since
it’s very low level the programmer will need to invent a completely new
protocol on top of the standard opcodes and code everything specific
to the game he is going to create.
Another choice could be using LLC, but since normal use of the
class would involve headers and balanced 0’s and 1’s the result would
be so close to the packets sent by the Serial class that it seems like
unnecessary extra work to do so.
None of these solutions are hiding many of the technical aspects
from the user, so the hope of using a high level language for easy implementation of game communication should not be reason for choosing
leJOS.
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Appendix B

The LEGO Stock Car Game
Project
B.1

Introduction

This summary describes a project done by Alex Andersen, Martin Mogensen, Jonathan Bunde-Pedersen and Timo Dinnesen, as the main
project in the course Embedded Systems and Embodied Agents at DAIMI
in the spring of 2004.
The course Embedded Systems and Embodied Agents, [Emb], includes, amongst other things, a lot of information and exercises with
the RCX LEGO brick. One of the last exercises consists of making a
remote controlled robot. We had extended this to a remote controlled
car that functioned like a normal RC-car. We quickly decided that one
car is fun, but several cars would be even more fun and decided that
our final project should involve several cars.

B.2

Goal of the project

We decided that our goal would be to make a stock car game with
one remote controlled car and other autonomous cars, that should be
controlled by programs running on RCX bricks built into the cars. The
cars should try to ram into each other and should try not to get hit
by other cars. The cars should have damage counters that should be
decreased with each hit, and so that the car would “break down” when
the counter reached zero.
From the results of earlier exercises in the course, we knew that
even well programmed robots often fail to look very intelligent when
viewed on from a point where one can see the whole playing field. A
player controlling his robot from a place where he can see the whole
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playing area will have access to information that the robots can not.
An example can be that the player can see opponents that are behind
his robot, which is an unfair advantage if the other robots only have
forward vision. To even out the odds we decided that we would give
the player the same disadvantage. This should be done by limiting
the player by letting him play the game looking at a screen. The
screen would then display images coming from a camera mounted on
the players car.
The complete game should be controlled from a PC so that damage
counters could be read and reset without needing to touch the cars,
and so that it was possible to know who was the winner of the game.
With these goals in mind we had 4 different problems that needed
to be solved.
1. Mounting the camera on the remote controlled car and the transmission and handling of the recorded image stream.
2. Creating Infrared(IR) communication from the PC to the RCX,
making it possible to control a car from the PC.
3. Making the autonomous cars communicate without destroying the
IR communication from the PC.
4. Making intelligent programs to control the autonomous cars.

B.3

Camera

The camera used was a small wireless camera, that was small enough
to be built onto the LEGO car without any problems. It could run of
a single 9 volt battery and could transmit the video across distances
of up to 300 meters. The video was received by a receiver unit that
had standard composite video outputs. This input was then sent into
a video grabber card on the PC used to run the game. Getting the
video grabber software to work was a little difficult, especially because
the PC was running Linux, which was a requirement to use the IR
communication software that we had developed.

B.4

IR communication

The IR communication proved to be one of the most difficult tasks
in the project. First of all we wanted to be able to control the RCX
from a PC and not from another RCX. There was no apparent solution
to this as we wanted to use the cross compiled C to H8/300 machine
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code that we had been taught during the course. There was not much
information about how the IR towers worked but the source code for
a program that was used to transmit programs to the RCX was found
on RCX Internals, [Pro]. We modified the program to take its input
from the keyboard and so that the packets sent could be understood
by the software running on the RCX.
B.4.1

Two way communication

This one way communication seemed to work but we needed two way
communication to keep a record of the damage counters in the cars,
reset and start the game, etc. The receiving of information was a
bit difficult due to the fact that the IR towers echoes everything it
transmits. This problem was evaded by using a special program loop:
1. Send command
2. Receive all data for a period of time.
• Filter out echoed information
• Parse any received data.
Because it was not possible to send data while waiting for incoming
data the rate at which we could send commands was now slower. We
were still able to send a command every 30-50 ms. and we decided that
it was acceptable for game play.
B.4.2

Using two towers

Playing around with the new program we quickly discovered that the
range of the IR towers was not very good compared to the size of the
playing field that we wanted. One thing was sending the commands
which worked well, but the data from RCX was not always received.
We wanted to try if it was possible to use more than one tower to
increase the size of a possible playing field. Two different approaches
were considered.
1. We quickly thought about, and discarded, the idea of simply making some sort of double wiring so that one serial port could be
connected to two towers. The idea was discarded because none of
us knew enough about electronics to know if this was even possible. We also concluded that if the towers would not send the
data at exactly the same time it would destroy the IR packets
very easily.
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2. Since the IR tower is connected to the serial port of the PC and the
fact that most PC’s have at least two of these ports, we decided
to try to run a tower of each of these ports.
The second approach worked fine using yet another protocol that distinguished between two different types of commands. The first, a simple
command, is simply used for controlling the remote controlled car. The
complex command is used at intervals when we want the cars to report
their damage level.
• Simple commands (no reply packet: forward, backward, left...)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Send packet on IR-tower 1
Wait (BETWEEN MESSAGES)
Send packet on IR-tower 2
Wait (BEFORE REPLY)
Clear the input buffer on IR-tower 1 and 2 (SIMPLE DELAY)

• Complex Command (with reply packet: damage updates)
1. Send packet on IR-tower 1
2. Wait (BEFORE REPLY)
3. Receive all incoming data on tower 1 and clear the input
buffer on tower 2 (COMPLEX DELAY)
4. Check the data from tower 1 for a reply packet containing
damage information.
If a reply packet was received from tower 1, store the damage
data and break.
5. If not send packet on IR-tower 2
6. Wait (BEFORE REPLY)
7. Receive all incoming data on tower 2 and clear the input
buffer on tower 1 (COMPLEX DELAY)
8. Check the data from tower 2 for a reply packet containing
damage information
9. If a reply packet was received from tower 2, store the damage
data. If not leave the data at the current values.
The protocol used several timing delays which had to be tweaked.
• BEFORE REPLY: How long to wait before we begin to receive
on the tower
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• BETWEEN MESSAGES: how long to wait between sending messages on the two towers
• SIMPLE DELAY: How long to keep receiving when no reply
packet is expected - in effect clearing the echo from the buffer.
• COMPLEX DELAY: How long to keep receiving when a reply is
expected
A lot of trial and error tests were done to tweak the different delays.
At first it was done using two RCX bricks standing in front of two IR
towers. The damage counters to be reported were changed simply by
pushing touch switches connected to the RCX bricks. Later testing
was done by actually driving the car around in an area covered by the
two towers and deliberately crashing into obstacles. The whole time
we were observing the communication which our program printed out
on the PC screen.
The software never crashed but sometimes commands and damage
replies would be lost. This was because the protocol that did not in any
way assure that messages were delivered. Instead of implementing some
sort of acknowledge messages we simply set the program to request the
damage information every second. The missing information would then
usually arrive a short time later. We decided that this “inconsistent
state” usually lasting only a few seconds was not really a problem in
a game like this. Most important the range of the communication had
been greatly improved compared to using only a single tower.
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The user interface

We needed a nice graphical user interface for the game to run on the PC.
This GUI should handle keyboard input and display the damage status
of the individual cars. Since the IR communication was already coded
in C, and the PC was running a Linux OS, we decided to code the GUI
using the Gimp Tool Kit, [GTK]. During the coding some compiling
problems occurred due to a wrong version of the Gimp Tool Kit on the
machine. Other than that there were only the usual problems in using
a new API that we were not familiar with. The result can be seen on
figure B.1.

Figure B.1: The final user interface with the video window below.

The GUI was actually two independent programs running at the
same time. The control GUI at the top, and a separate video window
below. We really would have liked to be able to grab the video into
the PC part of our game, but because of difficulties about doing this
with Linux/GTK we decided not to waste any time trying to integrate
these into one. Instead we simply ran the game software and the video
grabber software at the same time, and could thus display both the
game GUI and the video feed on the same screen. This worked fine for
our purposes, but did include some extra work every time we started the
game, since we also needed to start the grabber software and position
the windows so that they could fit on the screen at the same time.
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The autonomous cars

The opponents needed a bit of so called Artificial Intelligence (AI) to
seem like worthy opponents. Earlier in the course we had read about
Maja Mataric’s behavior based control of robots, [Mat97]. We liked the
idea of separating the actions and decided what the different behaviors
in our game should be. The result was 3 behaviors that we wanted the
cars to have.
1. A revenge behavior, that would try to drive the car into a better
position if it was hit by other cars.
2. A seeking behavior. The purpose of this would be to “see” other
cars, and try to drive towards them.
3. A random behavior that should control the car when it did not
have any “idea” of what to do.
On top of these three we also wanted some sort of damage system
that should simulate damage done to the cars. For example make them
drive slower or not be able to drive in a straight line. This system is
not a behavior in Mataric’s sense because it is more like a changing set
of rules that the robot must follow instead of something that the robot
want to do by itself.
The behaviors are prioritized from 1 to 3 since we wanted the cars
to be quite aggressive. They should for example never drive randomly
around if it was able to “see” someone that it could drive into. Since
we had the possibility to use a task scheduler on the RCX is was easy
to create the behaviors as processes and run them all at the same time.
It should then be determined somewhere which of the processes were
actually in control of the robot. Because of the priorities we decided to
use the subsumtion architecture which had also been presented earlier
on in the course, [Bro86]. The behavior idea in Mataric’s sense was lost
since the subsumtion architecture is strictly prioritized, but the result
was probably just as good for a game like ours.
Our first and probably ideal way of coding the subsumption architecture for the car is displayed in figure B.2 but we ran into a problem
using many processes.
The task scheduler used in our programs would only allow 4 running
processes. Even though this could be easily changed we thought that
it would be better to change the code a bit, so that the RCX would
not waste time on scheduling processes and instead do what it had to
do a bit faster.
The resulting processes were:
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1. Motor control process: This process handled inputs from the revenge and seeking behaviors, decided which one should go first
and then set the motors. If none of the two behaviors wanted to
do anything the car would drive randomly around. This process
also limited the cars abilities as if it had been “damaged”.
2. Revenge process: Checked if the touch sensors were hit. If so the
car would try to drive the car to a better position. This process
also did the counting of damage.
3. Seeking behavior: Determined light changes from light sensors
and tried to decide if another car was near. If so the car would
try to ram the other car.
4. Damage report process: This process handled the response when
receiving damage report requests.
Letting the Motor control process handle three behaviors, and that the
revenge process did the damage counting, may not look too good on
paper. But in reality the three behaviors in the motor control process
are tied together, since they all have to do with motors, and the revenge
process was reading the touch sensors and could just as well handle the
damage counters. The resulting architecture can be seen in figure B.3.
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Figure B.2: The ideal architecture of the program for the autonomous car.

Figure B.3: The final architecture of the program for the autonomous car.
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Seeking behavior

We first implemented the seeking behavior. This behavior worked by
comparing input from two light sensors and by detecting sudden light
changes it could steer the car in the direction of the change.
We had previously done an exercise where we had made a light
seeking robot. It seemed very much “alive” and was fun to watch. One
problem though, was that it could not see very far. This was mainly
because of the light sensors. The standard LEGO sensors are very
advanced, but are primarily designed for looking at a surface close to
the sensor. For example they are very good for making a robot that
will follow a line marked on the ground.
We decided to build some new light sensors that should perform better. The light sensors were simple LDR’s (Light Dependant Resistor)
and even though they are much simpler than the LEGO light sensors,
they performed better in our game. This was primarily because the
simple sensors were very sensitive to light and had a broader output
interval of raw values. This made it possible to detect changes in light
meters away from the car. To let the sensors function in different lightning conditions the software was written to do a continuous automatic
calibration of the sensors. A more detailed description of the simple
sensor can be found in the appendix C.
B.6.2

Revenge behavior

When implementing the revenge behavior we ran into the problem
that there were only one sensor input left on the RCX. We wanted
at least three touch sensors since we wanted the cars to be “damaged”
from different sides. We expanded the input using Cybermaster, [Cyb],
sensors, that can be connected in serial, [Stu], and thus using only one
sensor input for 3 sensors. This way of using the Cybermaster sensors
is very sensitive to how the sensors are touched. If the sensors were not
pressed in completely the combined system could report a wrong sensor
being pressed. For our game purposes this was a bit of a problem since
the cars would sometimes not hit each other “perfectly” and perhaps
only press the sensors a little bit. Our solution was to hard code values
into the program and tweak these so that the sensors were reported as
good as we could do.

B.7

Building of cars

The cars themselves were constructed in LEGO bricks. During the
creation of the game the cars were rebuilt several times to improve
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the cars. Sometimes the improvements were done to make the sensors
respond better. For example on one of the cars the light sensors were
built into a special box that would make the sensors focus on the area
in front of the car. The box can be seen on figure B.4 and B.5.

Figure B.4: Focusing the lightsensors ahead

Figure B.5: The completed box

Other improvements were done to make the bumpers transfer the
energy better to the touch sensors, to make sure that they were fully
pressed in. The old and new construction can be seen on figures B.6
and B.7. The last problem, with construction of the cars, were that
LEGO bricks fell apart a little to easy. We did not spend much time,
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Figure B.6: Badly constructed bumper.

Figure B.7: Better construction using a lever to give a firm touch to the
sensor.

during the testing, on this problem because when a brick fell off we
just put it back on. On the final day of the project, when the game
was displayed in public, the cars fell almost completely apart during
the few hours of game play.
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Conclusion on the project

The project went fine but also revealed a number of problems. It was
a great game to play according to the people who tried, but a couple
of things could have been done better:
1. The biggest problem was probably that the cars fell apart. Even
though this looked fun, it was not really the plan.
2. The spectators of the game some times had difficulties figuring out
what was going on. The cars did show their damage by driving
slower etc. but to some people it was not really clear if the car
was damaged or if it was just badly programmed.
3. The protocol does not ensure that messages are delivered. This
combined with the fact that the remote controlled car is controlled
by start/stop commands makes it possible that the car might not
do what is expected by the player. This was not a big problem
during the test, but sometimes the player would need to press a
key several times to make the car do what he wanted.
4. The “AI” for the cars were good enough for the game, but still
not very intelligent. If the cars didn’t know what to do they used
the random behavior. This often resulted in hitting walls, which
made the cars look “stupid”, but also at other times made them
perform actions that seemed very good.
Looking back at the project there are also some minor problems that
could have been improved during the project.
1. We had problems with motors that did not really run like we
wanted them to. This was later discovered to be an error in the
underlying platform. To run different processes we imported a
pre made scheduler. This scheduler did then include other files
that we did not really care about reading. One of these files was
an advanced motor control system, that interfered with our more
direct access to the motors. We managed to get this to work
during the final hours before the demonstration. But it would
have been better if we had known about this before.
2. The game PC, was a specially built home PC with a grabber card,
Linux OS, and some very specific software needed to display the
camera image. Also to compile the GUI we needed a specific
version of GTK. All in all it would be very difficult to change the
platform, if we wanted to use another PC or another operating
system.
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3. A lot of values in the resulting programs were set according to
tests. For example the Cybermaster touch sensors needed to be
very specific in each car. Changing sensor would not be an easy
task since the program would need to be re-tested to find the new
values.
4. The communications protocol is not perfect. For example when
the user presses two keys simultaneously two commands are sent.
This could be optimized into one command. The protocol was
also heavily based on timing intervals, which were determined by
several tests and a good bit of luck.
5. The use of the subsumption architecture instead of a behavior
based approach probably made the cars too predictable but during the test it did not show as a problem. The only problem was
the revenge behavior that always would get highest priority. If
the side bumpers of the car hit a wall (Which could happen while
driving backwards during the random behavior.) the car would
try to “get revenge” on the wall, which certainly did not look very
intelligent.
Not all was bad though. Good things learned was:
1. It is possible to use the IR communication quite effectively even
though it was probably never meant for purposes like this game.
2. The idea with the camera placed on the remote controlled car was
very good, and worked like intended by evening out the odds for
the AI cars, and still giving the player more “realism”.
3. The new sensors improved the cars, and standard sensors were
used in new ways. With this new knowledge it was possible for
us to reach the goal of the project.
4. Random behaviors made the cars perform a lot better, even though
this randomness was not always very intelligent to look at.
5. One of the AI cars had a resemblance of a caterpillar. This look
made many of the spectators like the caterpillar car better than
the other AI car which had a standard race car look. The caterpillar seemed more “alive” than the other car.
We were all very pleased with the resulting game, and have learned a
lot that can be put to use in future projects.
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Appendix C

Properties of two light
sensors
C.1

Introduction

Many projects using the LEGO Mindstorms RCX employ light sensors
for different purposes. These purposes range from the classical line
follower1 and light follower2 to IR-Radars3
Currently two kind of sensors are available to most people involved
in RCX Robotics. The standard LEGO light sensor that comes with the
LEGO Robotics Invention System kit, and a simple homebuilt sensor
using a light dependent resistor (LDR).
This appendix will describe some advantages and disadvantages of
each sensor.

C.2
C.2.1

Description of the sensors
The LEGO light sensor

The LEGO sensor comes with the LEGO Robotics Invention System
kit. It can be used in active mode and passive mode. In the active
mode the sensor receives power from the RCX. This power is used to
drive the electronics inside the sensor and is also used to power a small
but strong light placed on the sensor. In passive mode the sensor does
probably not work as intended but its output values can still be read
and they do change depending on the light shining on the sensor. A
1

A robot that follows a line drawn on a surface.
For example a robot that drives toward a flashlight.
3
At www.robotthoughs.com there is a topic containing several robots using IR and
light sensors as radars.
2
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detailed description of the internals of the sensor can be found at the
MindStorms RCX Sensor Input Page[Gas]

Figure C.1: The standard LEGO light sensor.

C.2.2

The simple LDR sensor

The simple LDR sensor is simply a light dependent resistor that is
connected to an input port on the RCX. To make the sensor look
better and seamlessly connect to other LEGO bricks the LDR is often
put inside hollowed out LEGO bricks. The simple internals can be seen
on figure C.2. The finished sensor, here inserted into a broken touch
sensor can be seen on figure C.3

C.3

Measuring light

Measuring the intensity of light is a complex matter because of the
many properties of light: Wavelength, distance from source, measuring
where it hits or where it comes from etc. Several different units can
be used for these measurements depending on the way the experiments
are carried out.
In this appendix the unit lux will be used. A simple description of
lux is that it is a unit used to measure how much light hits a surface
of a size of one square meter.
It’s common practice to use the lux unit to measure for example
work environments. Table C.1 give an example of the typical lux values
found in different areas, [Opt].
As it can be seen the human eye can handle a very wide spectrum
of light conditions. Studies show that the human eye senses light in a
logarithmic way and, because of this, can function very well in both
dark and in very bright environments, [Wikh].
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Figure C.2: The disassembled simple LDR light sensor and an extra LDR
to the lower right.

Figure C.3: The finished simple LDR light sensor.
Natural light
Bright sun
Hazy day
Cloudy bright
Cloudy dull
Very dull
Sunset
Full moon
Starlight
Artificial light
Operating room
Shop windows
Drawing office
Office
Living room
Corridors
Good street light
Poor street light

Lux
50.000 - 100.000
25.000 - 50.000
10.000 - 25.000
2000 - 10.000
100 - 2000
1-100
0.01 - 0.2
0.001 - 0.001
Lux
5000 - 10.000
1000 - 5000
300-500
200-300
50-200
50-100
20
0.1

Table C.1: Examples of typical lux values

C.4

Light sensitivity

The sensors were exposed to different kinds of light sources to see which
raw values were produced, and how wide the range of outputs were.
The sensors were put next to each other and next to them the light
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was also measured with a light meter, which was set to measure light
in lux. The exact readings can be found in table C.7 in the end of this
appendix. Figure C.4 shows a more comprehensible graphical view of
the data.
900
LEGO Passive
LEGO Active
Simple sensor

800

Sensor raw value reading

700

600

500

400

300

200

100

0
1

10

100

1000

10000

100000

LUX

Figure C.4: Raw values from the sensors under different light conditions.

Because the human eye senses light in a logarithmic way the graph
has been created with a logarithmic x axis. Because of the logarithmic
x axis the readings for 0 lux have not been included in the graph.
The graph shows that the active LEGO sensor shows a somewhat
linear behavior compared to the way a human senses light changes.
The passive LEGO sensor does not really give any useful values even
though a closer look at the measurements show that they tend to get
lower as the brightness increases. The simple sensor does not at all
behave in a linear way, but it has a much larger span of output values
than the LEGO sensor. This could mean that the simple sensor can
sense much smaller changes in light, but this is not something that can
be concluded now because the larger span does not automatically mean
a more sensitive sensor.
C.4.1

Operation under different light conditions

The choice of sensor might very well depend on where it should be
used. This section deal with the sensitivity in different light conditions.
Figure C.5 shows how the number of output values are “dedicated” to
different light conditions. The areas are defined as:
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• Outside
This range of light is usually found outdoors with the sun shining.
On a cloudy day the average light intensity is 2000 LUX and direct
sunlight may be up to 100.000 LUX
• Bright
This range is composed of bright light in the range of 500-2000
LUX. It could for example be the light cone of a flashlight.
• Normal
This range is from 50 to 500 LUX. Everyday examples would be
the light in a living room up to good reading light in an office.
• Darkness
The range of 0 to 50 LUX. This could for example be an experimental setting in a dark room. It is definitely not the usual work
environment.
Figure C.5 was done by dividing the number of raw values available
in the subintervals of each light condition with the total number of
possible raw values for each sensor. For example the LEGO sensor
outputs values from 509 to 862 and thus uses an interval of 353 different
values when going from complete darkness to outside sunlight. When
used in Darkness the sensor reports values from 862 down to 720. This
subinterval is thus 142 values “wide” and represents 40% of the total
interval of values.4 All the four subintervals are stacked in the figure.

Figure C.5: The percentage of values dedicated to different light conditions.
4

142/353 ≈ 0.40 = 40%
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The LEGO sensor

The LEGO sensor has a fair amount of output values dedicated to
each light condition, compared to the total number of values. It looks
like the sensor was built to work in all kinds of light conditions. The
sensitivity to bright light covers a much broader span than the simple
sensor. This could mean that the LEGO sensor is good at working in
normal light conditions doing tasks where it has to detect bright light.
The simple sensor

The simple sensor has the majority of its output values in the dark area.
This could mean that it will be able to detect very small light changes
in dark environments. It’s uses outside might not be very good because
only a very small interval of values can be detected if the ambient light
is very strong.
Type of light
Flashlight
LEGO lamp

LEGO not active
10 cm
10 cm

LEGO active
2m
1.5 m

Simple
3m
1m

Simple with blind
3m
1m

Table C.2: Sensitivity to light changes in a dark room (0.25 LUX)
Type of light
Flashlight
LEGO lamp

LEGO not active
10 cm
10 cm

LEGO active
1m
1m

Simple
1m
10cm

Simple with blind
4.5 m
50cm

Table C.3: Sensitivity to light changes in a normally lit room (225 LUX)
Type of light
Flashlight
LEGO lamp

LEGO not active
10 cm
0 cm

LEGO active
10 cm
0 cm

Simple
10 cm
0 cm

Simple with blind
10 cm
0 cm

Table C.4: Sensitivity to light changes in a very lit room (4000 LUX)

C.4.2

Practical tests

To further investigate the properties of the sensors in different light
conditions a couple of experiments were done. The simple sensor has a
broader output range in values which might make it better at detecting
small light changes. On the other hand the LEGO sensor may be better
at this because of the built in electronics.
The following experiment was done in different light conditions.
Both sensor types were attached to the same RCX. The program in the
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RCX monitored the sensors and did an automatic calibration. When
the sensors detect light that is stronger than the ambient light they
reported this by turning on an output port. On these were mounted
small lamps so that it was possible to see when a sensor would detect
a light change.
Two different types of lamps were used to direct light at the sensors.
The fist one was a small flashlight and the other was a standard LEGO
lamp connected to an RCX with fresh batteries. The flashlight was
chosen because many LEGO league projects, [Fir], involve a flashlight
to “remote control” an RCX, and the LEGO lamp was chosen because
it is the obvious choice if one wants to put a light source onto an RCX.
The tests were done to determine the distances at which the sensors
were able to detect light changes. Tables C.2, C.3 and C.4 show the
distances at which the sensors reported the changes correctly. During
the tests it was discovered that the ambient light had a very large effect
on the simple sensor. To minimize this effect the sensor was also tested
with a blind, consisting of a LEGO brick with a hole in it, placed in
front of the sensor. An example of this can be seen in figure C.6

Figure C.6: The simple sensor fitted with a LEGO brick to decrease the
influence of ambient light.

C.4.3

Conclusion on light sensitivity

The tests clearly show that both sensors work best in dark environments. In strong light their uses are very limited. An interesting result
is that the simple sensor is very good at detecting the flashlight at
very long distances, but when the small LEGO light is used the active
LEGO sensor is much better. Some descriptions, [Pro], of the internals
of the LEGO sensor conclude that some of the electronics are there to
enhance the functionality in bright areas. This is probably why the
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LEGO sensor is much better at detecting the small LEGO light in the
normally lit room.
In a normally lit room it helps very much to use the blind on the
simple sensor. A detection range of 4.5 m was much better than what
any of the other sensor setups could produce.

C.5

Color recognition

The sensors does not distinguish between colors as they only report the
intensity of light, and thus only function in the so called gray scale. In
many projects it is often nice to be able to use colored areas to control
navigation of for example robots. Since not all colors reflect the same
amount of light the sensors should be able to distinguish between some
colors. To test how the two sensors performed the following experiment
was done.
C.5.1

Experiment and results

The sensors were at all times connected to the same RCX so that all
measurements could be done at the same time. The sensors were placed
in a distance of 0.5 cm away from colored pieces of cardboard. Also
the effects of disturbing ambient light was measured. This was done
by blocking the ambient light by placing different objects randomly
around the sensors and noticing how this affected the output values.
The results can be seen in table C.5 which shows readings from the
LEGO sensor in both modes and the readings from the simple sensor.
Sensor

White

Yellow

Orange

Green

Magenta

Brown

Blue

Red

Black

Passive
Active
Simple

518
686
209

517
688
229

518
686
252

518
729
286

518
698
288

517
713
335

518
742
379

518
729
520

518
760
760

Table C.5: Sensor values when pointed at different colors.

A second test was done to measure the performance when ambient
light had no effect. Each of the sensors where enclosed in a box of black
LEGO bricks. The cardboard was still 0.5 cm. away. For this test the
simple sensor had help from a simple LEGO light mounted next to it
in a way so that the light could not shine directly into the sensor. The
light was powered from the RCX output port and was not very strong
compared to the LEGO sensor’s light. The LEGO sensor did not need
this since it was set to active and thus had it’s own internal light source
turned on. Results for different colors can be seen in table C.6.
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Sensor
LEGO
Simple

White
699
301

Yellow
702
308

Orange
698
318

C.6 Conclusion

Green
743
428

Magenta
710
329

Brown
726
388

Blue
758
468

Red
729
308

Black
795
598

Table C.6: Sensor color measurements without influence from ambient light.

The first experiment reveals that the simple sensor and the passive
LEGO sensor are almost useless at this setting. The LEGO sensor
is not sensitive enough when passive and does not produce different
values no matter what color it is placed on. The simple sensor is so
heavily influenced by ambient light that it is almost unusable. Only
in a very controlled environment it might be possible to distinguish
between black and white.
When the LEGO sensor is used in active mode, the results are very
good. This might be because the built in light on the LEGO is very
strong and therefore ambient light does not change the values much.
In this set up it was possible to distinguish between 5 different colors.
For example white, magenta, green, blue and black.
The last experiment shows that in a perfectly controlled environment the sensors can distinguish between more colors. Since they only
measure in gray scale some colors still give almost the same raw values. This last scenario might be usable in special setups, but it will
be almost impossible to achieve this control of ambient light in typical
setups.
C.5.2

Conclusion on color recognition

The LEGO sensor is clearly the best sensor for use if one wants to
distinguish between colors. Only when ambient light influence is at a
minimum or perhaps if one fitted a strong light to the simple sensor it
might be able to do the same. Since the LEGO sensor is very good it
would seem a bit pointless to do so. It might be possible to distinguish
between even more colors if one can find the right color/material combination. This test was intended to show which sensor was best and
should not be considered a final conclusion on how many colors it is
possible to distinguish.

C.6

Conclusion

The two sensors are very different and both have their advantages and
disadvantages. The simple sensor works best in low light conditions and
when detecting light at long distances is important. When working
with the simple sensor one should be aware of its non linear way of
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working. Also the LDR in the simple sensor comes in many variations.
Other LDR’s may not give the same output values or may even be
working in a linear fashion.
The LEGO sensor is clearly easier to use and is also better at detecting light in normally lit environments. The LEGO sensor only has
its good properties when used in active mode, and it could lead to
problems that the sensor light is very strong. For example if one does
not want extra light introduced into the environment. The strong light
is also the strength of the LEGO sensor, because it makes the sensor
very good at recognizing colors.
The choice of sensor could also depend on many other factors. For
example it is possible to use the LEGO light sensor combined with a
touch sensor on the same RCX input. This is not possible with the
simple LDR sensor used in this appendix. It can probably be done
by adding an extra normal resistor to the sensor. This would however
decrease the large interval of output values.
The simple sensor has a much larger “window” for light and can
detect changes at much wider angle than the LEGO sensor. This all
depends on how one choses to build the simple sensor, and on how one
would place the sensor in the experiment, but could be a reason for
choosing the simple sensor.
A general thing to remember when using the sensors is that they
function best in darker environments, and that this can be utilized easily because humans have good vision even in darker areas. For example an experiment done at 50-100 lux would make the sensors respond
much better, compared to what they would be in a room with 300-500
lux, and this difference in ambient light would not mean anything to a
human observer as both rooms would be considered fairly well lit.
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C.7 Raw data

Raw data
LUX
0
2.5
10
12
17
25
45
59
127
214
233
267
374
502
600
697
725
1619
3000
10500

LEGO passive
519
516
515
519
515
514
519
513
514
512
508
512
509
512
509
508
514
513
512
513

LEGO active
862
853
823
827
784
768
720
718
686
672
668
659
656
653
650
648
640
600
545
509

Simple
991
809
580
535
383
302
223
179
103
76
72
67
62
59
49
40
31
23
7
3

Table C.7: These data were used to create the graphs.
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Appendix D

Problems with LEGO
transmission
D.1

Introduction

During the implementation of the communication module some problems and strange properties were discovered. This appendix will describe these in more detail.

D.2

Badly coded communication setup

Since the Mindstorms kit’s communication is mainly intended for program transfer it seems doubtfull that a lot of time has been spent on
optimizing the code handling the setup of communication. An example
of this can be seen in a forum post by Dick Swan, [Swa]. He has done
extensive testing on the communication timings and suggests that the
LEGO firmware has a bug that makes the RCX drop an interupt and
hereby take twice as long to receive the first byte, compared to subsequent bytes in a message. He also mentions that the USB tower is
slower than the serial tower when sending messages, simply because of
the USB bus inside the PC is not polled often enough. Since USB is a
much newer technology one would expect it to be faster.
The reasons for both problems are buried deep in their respective
systems, and fixing them would probably not be worth the little increase in transmission speed.

D.3

Reading methods block sending methods

The tower is not able to send data while waiting for a read() or a
receive() method to finish. This might sound very normal since infrared
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signals would interfere with each other if some signals were sent while
trying to receive other signals. The problem here is that it is not the
actual listening for infrared signals that block the tower but that the
blocking is only happening when a read() or receive() method is called.
As we will learn in section D.4 the tower listens for incoming data
continiously.
D.3.1

Discovering the problem

The effects can be seen when controlling a robot, which will have brief
moments where it is not under control, or by looking at the infrared
light sent out from the tower. Videoclips showing these light patterns
are included on the CD1 , showing what the communication looks like
when using normal timeouts, large timeouts (to make it easier to see
on the video) and what it looks like when read/receive is not used. The
program used to create the video was simply using two threads. One
thread was sending IR commands as often as possible, and the other
was doing receives every 100 milliseconds.
The video clips clearly show that the tower is taking breaks during
the sending. In the clip where receiving is not turned on, no breaks in
the light can be seen.
D.3.2

Conclusion on problem

Of course normally one would need to stop sending at regular intervals to allow incomming communication, but this example simply show
that LEGO did not plan to let the user decide when to take breaks in
outgoing communication.

D.4

Anoying receive latency

During the tests in the following section a USB tower was used on a
Windows operating system. The results may be different with a serial
tower and/or other operating systems.
The Tower class has two methods for receiving. When initialized
the tower will start listening and store everything received. Unfortunately the tower will do an extra blocking round of listening when
Tower.read() or Tower.receive() is called. This will block program execution and sending of commands for the time it takes the tower to
figure out if something is being received or not. This is usually around
200 milliseconds, which is the default setting for the tower.
1

In the directory: Tower video clips
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Discovering the problem

This was tested by writing a small program, TowerTest.java, which can
be found on the CD. When run the program opens the tower and sends
out two pings with a one second delay between the two. Then it waits
for 5 seconds and then does a Tower.read() twice to see if anything has
arrived. The program measures the time taken for these two reads, and
outputs this information along with the byte values received, if any.
Figure D.1 shows the output when no RCX has been set up to reply.
The tower does not receive any data in this case. We see that the tower
Time for first receive: 204
Time for second receive: 203
Figure D.1: Output when not receiving any data.

uses about 200 miliseconds before the method call returns. This could
be normal because the tower clearly did not receive any data, because
no RCX was present to reply to the ping, and perhaps the tower then
waits the default 200 milliseconds to see if anything will come.
If an RCX is placed in front of the tower, it will reply to the ping
messages. These messages are sent as soon as the RCX has processed
them, and will usually be sent after only 12 milisecond, [Swa]. It is clear
that if the tower is not listening when these messages are sent they will
simply be lost.
Here in figure D.2 is the result from the testprogram when a turned
on RCX is within IR range of the tower: We see that the two ping
Time for first receive: 297
Time for second receive: 203
Contents1: 0000: 55 ff 00 ef
55 ff 00 ef 10 ef 10

10 ef 10

Figure D.2: Output when receiving two ping replies.

replies are received. Since the testprogram uses Tower.read(), which
does not recognize packets, both replies are received as a bunch of bytes
during the first receive. We also notice that the tower is very slow to
give us this reply. Since we’re dealing with infrared light the data
received must have been read and buffered somewhere at the time they
were sent from the RCX, othervise they would simply not exist. Still
even though the tower clearly had something buffered, and ready to
deliver, it still waits for a full timeout before returning with the data.
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We can assume that even on a slow PC it should not take 297 msec to
move 16 bytes from one place to another.
To prove that the long wait is simply not just a slow method we can
try to adjust the timeout settings for the tower. Here in figure D.3 is
the output from the test program with the receive timings completely
removed by setting them to 0 milliseconds:
Time for first receive: 16
Time for second receive: 15
Contents1: 0000: 55 ff 00 ef
55 ff 00 ef 10 ef 10

10 ef 10

Figure D.3: Output with low timeout settings.

We see that the latency is greatly reduced. So the high values above
must have included of the 200msec’s of timeout. Strangely we also see
that the two pings have arrived perfectly even though “no time” was
spent listening for them.
From the experiment we have learned two things:
1. The tower listens all the time and stores incoming data, no matter
what the timeouts are set to.
2. The tower strangely waits for timeouts even though it allready
has data to pass on when returning from the read() call.
If the tower class had been created to follow the traditional java
programming style it would probably have an available() method. As
usual this method would return a boolean true or false telling if any
data are avaiable for reading. Any data available could then be retrieved with a read() method.
Such functionality would get rid of the timeout wait, but for some
reason the tower class does not have this option. To figure out why we
need to look deep into the code.
D.4.2

Trying to find the reason

The JAVA and C++ source code2 for the tower simply passes on the
commands given to the driver supplied from LEGO. This driver apparently takes care of all storing of incomming data, and must be the place
where the problem of this strange latency should be solved. A look at
the driver API, [LEGe], from the Mindstorms SDK, [LEGd], reveals
2

For your convenience these files can be found in the “Tower source code” folder on
the CD.
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that the tower is controlled like a file, with read and write methods.
There is no way to get any low level data from the tower, and thus no
way of implementing a correct available() method.
D.4.3

Possible solutions

The right way would be to write a new device driver for the LEGO
tower including a sort of isAvaiable() funtionality. A new Tower class
would need to be coded to support this as well.
Writing a new device driver or a new tower class will require knowledge of writing drivers or about communicating with a driver and is
not within the scope of this thesis.
Another solution is to add a layer that provides this functionality. A
thread could run and continously listen for incomming data. Store this
and pass it on when asked to. Unfortunately as described in section
D.3 the read methods block sending for the duration of the timeout set
in the tower, so we need to get rid of this timeout. An easy solution
is to follow the approach that Dick Swan mentions in the forum post,
[Swa], discussed earlier in section D.2. The solution is simply to set all
timeouts to zero and handle them from ones own application.
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Serial protocol transmission
speed
E.1

Introduction

A quick test was done during the development of the communication
protocol. This appendix describes this test in detail and also lists the
results.

E.2

The test program

The test program was a simple program that would open the tower
and then run through 50 test loops. For every loop the number of
bytes to be sent would increase by one. The program tested 3 different
approaches of sending the same amount of data.
1. Using larger and larger packets. This approach would simply
increase the size of the data part of a packet to the number of
bytes that needed to be sent. This approach was chosen to see how
good multicast packets would perform when they were considered
during the development of the protocol.
2. Using 1 byte packets. This approach is the complete opposite of
the first. Only one byte is sent in each packet. This approach was
chosen to see what the worst case scenario would be.
3. Using 3 byte packets. This approach was chosen to try to simulate
a more traditional approach when developing the protocol.
Each approach was tried out ten times in each loop. The 3 byte approach was of course only done in every third loop since it is impossible
to send for example only two bytes in a three byte packet.
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Bytes transmitted
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50

Larger packets
31
42
50
59
65
78
87
95
104
114
123
132
140
151
159
167
176
190
198
206
215
226
234
243
250
264
271
279
289
301
309
315
325
336
345
354
362
373
382
389
396
409
418
426
435
445
456
462
471
484

E.2 The test program

1 byte packets
32
60
93
126
160
190
221
254
287
318
351
384
417
445
479
512
545
573
607
639
673
703
736
768
801
831
862
896
928
957
992
1025
1057
1087
1118
1151
1185
1214
1248
1281
1315
1343
1375
1409
1442
1471
1503
1537
1570
1598

3 byte packets

51

103

153

204

253

303

354

404

456

504

554

604

656

707

757

807

Table E.1: Raw results

For the duration of the tests all the tower timeout values were set
to 0. Setting them to different values do not affect the results much
tough.
The results can be seen in table E.1 and are visualized as a graph
in figure E.1.
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Figure E.1: Measuring how communication scales using the Serial class.

E.3

Conclusion

Looking at the numbers we can see that there seems to be a base
“cost” of about 31 milliseconds for setting up a one byte packet and
that each subsequent byte added to that packet will increase the time
taken to send it by about 10 milliseconds. As the base cost is fairly
high one should try to put as much data into each packet as possible
if fast transmission of a lot of data is the goal. This test assumes that
everything sent can be received just as fast without errors, but of course
larger packets increase the risk of packets being discarded because of
errors.
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The DACTA 70909 control
box
F.1

Introduction

Before the LEGO Mindstorms was introduced LEGO’s most advanced
kit for controlling motors and getting input from sensors was the DACTA
control box. This box exists in different versions but one of the newest
is the DACTA 70909. The box can be connected to a RS232 port and
controlled via this port. The box needs power to run and this power is
supplied via a separate 10Volt power adaptor.
This control box is available at the LEGO Lab at DAIMI.

Figure F.1: The Dacta 70909 control box.

F.2

Input ports and output ports

The DACTA 70909 has eight input ports and eight output ports. The
first four of the eight inputs are passive and the other four are active.
The active inputs will supply power to the sensor connected to it. For
example the LEGO light sensors and the LEGO rotation sensors require
an active port for full funtionality.
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F.3 Controlling the box

The eight output ports can be turned on and off and the polarity
can be changed. On top of this each output port can be set to output
nine different levels of power by means of pulse width modulation, [wiki].
These range from level zero which is the same as a turned off state, to
level eight that is full power. Full power equals nine volts that is the
typical voltage for newer LEGO motors.

F.3

Controlling the box

The box is supposed to be controlled by some software included with
the LEGO set. Today this software is outdated and it does not seem
easy to find it anywhere. It would be usefull to be able to use the
control box from other programs and not have to rely on some specific
software or platform. JAVA could be a good choice since it is not
tied to any specific platform, and because there allready exist some
JAVA frameworks for programming JAVA on the more modern LEGO
Mindstorms RCX bricks. Since no JAVA controls exist for the box we
will have to create our own.

F.4

Serial communication in JAVA

Getting access to RS232 ports using JAVA requires that the JAVA
Communications API, [Com], is installled. Installing the JAVA Communications API is not trivial because a lot of files need to be copied
manually. A quick description is to:
1. Download and unpack JAVA Communications.
2. Copy win32com.dll to your <JRE>\bin directory.
3. Copy comm.jar to your <JRE>\lib directory.
4. Copy javax.comm.properties to your <JRE>\lib directory.
5. Add <JRE>\lib\comm.jar to CLASSPATH.
In the above <JRE> indicates the directory of the Java Runtime Environment(JRE) that will be used to run the program that needs to use
JAVA Communications. Some JAVA installations come with several
JRE’s and this makes this installation process more difficult. An easy
solution is to copy the Java Communication files into the directories of
all installed JRE’s.
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F.5

F.5 Reverse engineering the protocol

Reverse engineering the protocol

The protocol for communicating with the box is not official and LEGO
does not provide any information on this. To figure out how the box
worked some research was needed.
Other people have created their own software to controll the box.
One of these is Anders Isaksson, who created a page describing his discoveries using a program to monitor transmission between the DACTA
box and a PC, [Isa]. This page combined with a little guessing was
enough to get the box up and running from JAVA.

F.6

Initialization

To communicate with the box the RS232 port must be set up with the
following properties.
• Baudrate: 9600
• Databits: 8
• Parity: NONE
• Number of stop bits: 1
When the port is set up the DACTA 70909 can be initialized by sending
some special messages to it.
1. First send the letter p and a NULL character.
2. The DACTA 70909 will reply with some copyright messages.
3. The special “secret” LEGO message must be sent to the box:
###Do you byte, when I knock?$$$
4. The box will reply with:
###Just a bit off the block!$$$
The final message is probably sent to ensure that the device connected
to the serial port is actually a DACTA 70909. It is good practice to
listen for it to make sure the box is connected, but it is not really
neccesary. The box will start sending sensor data as soon as it has sent
the reply.
Since there is no specific request/reply protocol there is no need to
wait for the copyright messages. An example of how simple it can be
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F.7 Communicating with the box

done in JAVA can be seen here:
String message = "p\0###Do you byte, when I knock?$$$";
outputstream.write(message.getBytes());

F.7

Communicating with the box

When the DACTA 70909 has been initialized, communicating with it is
fairly easy and seems to go well with the typical stream communication
that is used in JAVA.
When running the box will accepts commands as a stream of bytes.
It will output a continuous stream of bytes that contains the state of
the sensors inputs. When a command is sent to the box there is no
reply telling if the command was performed or not. One must simply
assume that executing the command went well.
F.7.1

Output port Commands

Table F.1 shows the bitpatterns for the different commands and tells
what each command does. Some letters have a special meaning in the
table:
• An x will mean that the state of that bit does not have any
influence on the command.
• nnn specifies a number between 0 and 7 encoded into 3 bits.
• oooooooo specifies a byte that is used to tell which output ports
will be affected by the command. The least significant bit is port
1 and the most significant bit is port 8.
• BREAK specifies the special break signal that is used by RS232
ports. In JAVA this special signal can be sent using the sendBreak(int millis) method on the SerialPort object.
• tttttttt specifies a byte containing a number indicating time in
tenths of a second(Deciseconds.)
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Byte pattern
00100nnn
00101nnn
00100nnn
01000nnn
01001nnn
0111xxxx
1000xxx0 oooooooo
1000xxx0 oooooooo
10010000 BREAK
1001x000 oooooooo
1001x001 oooooooo
1001x010 oooooooo
1001x011 oooooooo
1001x100 oooooooo
1001x101 oooooooo
10110nnn oooooooo
1100xnnn tttttttt
11101nnn tttttttt
11100nnn tttttttt
11110000 tttttttt

F.8 Reading sensor inputs

Description
Turn port nnn on.
Turn port nnn off.
Reverse direction of port number nnn.
Set direction of port nnn to left.
Set direction of port nnn to right.
Turn the box off.
Set outputs to normal mode.
Set outputs to flashing mode.
Turn off all ports.
Turn ports off.
Turn ports on.
Set power level to zero.
Set direction of ports to left.
Set direction of ports to right.
Reverse directions of ports.
Set power to nnn.
Turn port nnn on for specified time.
Set ON cycle time for port.(Flashing mode)
Set OFF cycle time for port.(Flashing mode)
Seems to flash output 2 after specified delay.

Table F.1: Table of commands

F.8

Reading sensor inputs

When the DACTA 70909 has been initialized it will send frames containing the state of the input ports. The DACTA 70909 has a sampling
rate of 20 milliseconds and will thus send an information frame 50 times
a second. Each frame is 19 bytes long, and contains the following:
1. A header, two bytes long and containing a zero each.
0
0

1
0

2. A data part of 16 bytes containing the sensor data. Each sensor has a
high byte and a low byte. Compared to the numbers on the DACTA
70909 the bytes are positioned in a somewhat strange manner.
2
4H

3
4L

4
8H

5
8L

6
3H

7
3L

8
7H

9
7L

10
2H

11
2L

12
6H

13
6L

14
1H

15
1L

16
5H

3. The frame is ended with a checksum. The integrity of the frame is
checked by adding the values of all bytes together and checking if the
result logically “AND’ed” with 0xFF equals 0xFF.
18
CHK
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F.9 Keeping the box alive

Each sensor input port is represented with two bytes in the frame.
These two bytes represent two values. A ten bit raw sensor value (R9R0) and a status value (S5-S0).
R9

R8

R7

High byte
R6
R5

R4

R3

R2

R1

R0

S5

Low byte
S4 S3

S2

S1

S0

The raw value indicates the resistance in the sensor. A values of 0 will
indicate zero Ohms and the max value of 1023 corresponds to about 2 Mega
Ohms. The use of the 6 bit status value is a bit unclear. In 1994 Andrew
Carol posted a few notes on usenet, describing how the status value change
when using a LEGO angle sensor on a port, [Car]. Unfortunately this work
seems to never have been finished. According to the post the status value
indicates when changes occur in the raw value, and it also seems like the
status value indicates how the raw value has changed. Since the raw value
is allready available the status value is redundant and was not investigated
further during the writing of this appendix.

F.9

Keeping the box alive

The box will shutdown when it has not received a message for a few seconds.
No special command is needed and even non-commands will work to keep
the box alive. In the JAVA Control class this was accomplished by a thread
that would send a byte containing the number 2 every two seconds. This
number was chosen because it was also used in other implementations using
the DACTA 70909.

F.10

A JAVA control class

With this information about the DACTA box is was fairly easy to program
a control class in JAVA. The code and documentation can be found at
http://timo.dk/Projects/DACTAController/ and on the CD included in
this thesis1 .
Since some of the commands are redundant not all of them were used.
Also the status value of the inputs are not used for anything in the current
version.
The control class was created for easy use instead of trying to utilize all
the features of the DACTA 70909. Basically only four methods are used:
• init(String port) Initializes the DACTA 70909 that is connected on the
port specified by the name given in the string.
• getSensorValue(int sensornumber) Returns the raw value of a sensor
input port.
1

In the directory DACTA70909
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F.11 Conclusion

• getStatusValue(int sensornumber) Returns the status value of a sensor
input port.
• setOutPut(int port, boolean on, boolean right) Sets the output of port
to on/off and left/right depending on the booleans passed along with
the call.
• setPower(int outputnr, int value) Sets the power of the output port.
All methods return a status value. If an error occourred this value will be
negative. The things that can go wrong when calling a method are usually
not very critical and because of this returning errorcodes was chosen instead
of creating exceptions.

F.11

Conclusion

The DACTA 70909 can now be controlled easily from a pc with JAVA installed. The class could be improved by implementing some of the commands
that are currently supported by the box but not the JAVA class. This seems
a waste of time since the current set of methods allow for complete control
of the DACTA 70909.
Perhaps the DACTA box has even more features. For example the input
status values may have some nice features. Unfortunately it seems that all
information about these have dissapeared or is very hard to find. Discovering
the bits of information and putting this information together to create the
JAVA class was interesting, but it also leaves a question about if all the
posibilities of the box has been discovered.
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